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Zusammenfassung

Eine funktionierende Energieversorgung ist unerlässlich für die wirtschaftliche
Entwicklung einer Gesellschaft und die Nachfrage erhöht sich stetig. Dabei ist
der Anteil erneuerbarer Energien am gesamten Energieverbrauch über die letzten
Jahre angestiegen, ein Trend, der sich auch in den nächsten Jahrzehnten fortsetzen
wird. Deshalb werden Methoden benötigt, die eine optimale Nutzung erneuerba-
rer Ressourcen, wie z.B. solarthermischer Kraftwerke mit Strahlungsbündelung
(CSP), ermöglichen. Aufgrund der hohen räumlichen und zeitlichen Variabilität
der Sonnenenergie ist ein Betrieb dieser CSP-Kraftwerke sehr anspruchsvoll.
In dieser Arbeit wird ein neuartiger Ansatz für die Kurzfristvorhersage von Wol-
ken und Direktnormalstrahlung (DNI) vorgestellt, welcher auf dem Wolkensensor
”Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager” (SEVIRI) an Bord des geo-
stationären ”METEOSAT Second Generation” (MSG) Satelliten basiert. Dabei
beträgt der Vorhersagezeitraum 120 Minuten mit einer zeitliche Auflösung von 5
Minuten. Der Algorithmus basiert auf einer ”optical flow” Methode, die für alle
bewölkten Pixel Verschiebungsvektoren bestimmt. Um Vorhersagen über einen
entsprechenden Zeitraum zu ermöglichen, wird eine Klassifizierung von Wolken
als Objekte und eine gewichtete Dreiecksinterpolation der wolkenfreien Gebiete
angewendet. Niedrige und hohe Wolken werden getrennt detektiert und vorher-
gesagt, da sie unterschiedliche Geschwindigkeiten und Bewegungsrichtungen auf-
weisen können. Zusätzlich wird eine Unterscheidung in advektive und konvektive
Wolken in Verbindung mit einer Intensitätskorrektur für sich schnell auflösen-
de konvektive Zellen eingefügt. Die DNI wird aus der prognostizierten optischen
Dicke der niedrigen und hohen Wolken berechnet. Um die Leistung des Algo-
rithmus quantitativ bewerten zu können, wird eine Vorhersagevalidierung mit
MSG/SEVIRI-Beobachtungen über einen Zeitraum von zwei Monaten durchge-
führt. Bei einer 5-minütigen Vorhersage werden in den meisten Wolkensituationen
mehr als 95% aller Pixel korrekt als bewölkt oder wolkenfrei klassifiziert. Diese
Zahl verringert sich für eine 2-stündige Vorhersage auf 80-95% abhängig vom vor-
herrschendem Wolkentyp. Die ”Hanssen-Kuiper skill scores” der Wolkenmasken
verringern sich auf 0.6-0.7 für eine 2-stündige Vorhersage. Eine Validierung mit
Strahlungsmessungen am Boden an einem Standort über einen Zeitraum von drei
Monaten ergibt einen mittleren Fehler um null, einen mittleren absoluten Fehler
von ∼ 200W/m2 und einen mittleren quadratischen Fehler von ∼ 360W/m2 für
eine Vorhersage von zwei Stunden.
Um eine Verbesserung in der Vorhersagegenauigkeit zu ermitteln, wurde der Nut-
zen des hochaufgelösten Kanals (HRV) von MSG/SEVIRI untersucht. Mithilfe
einer synergetischen Nutzung der niedrig- und hochaufgelösten MSG/SEVIRI-
Daten werden Wolkenmasken und Wolkenphasenmasken bestimmt sowie die op-
tische Dicke der Wolken mit Strahlungstransportrechnungen. Eine statistische
Evaluierung mit Strahlungsmessungen am Boden und drei Fallstudien zeigen eine
Verbesserung in Vorhersagegenauigkeit für kleinskalige Bewölkung und an Wol-
kenkanten für Vorhersagen bis zu 15 Minuten. Aber für die meisten Fälle und
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längere Vorhersagezeiträume sollten die Vorhersagen mit Bewegungsvektoren er-
stellt werden, die mit niedrigaufgelösten Satellitendaten bestimmt wurden, da
diese eher dazu geeignet sind die großskaligen atmosphärischen Strömungen wie-
derzugeben.
Um lokale Wolkensituationen an einem spezifischen Standort genauer zu cha-
rakterisieren, werden sogenannte ”all-sky imagers” verwendet, da sie Wolken in
höherer Auflösung bestimmen können. Dafür wurde ein neuartiger Ansatz zur
Kombination von Kamera- und Satellitendaten entwickelt, der die höhere räum-
liche Auflösung der Kamera mit der großen räumlichen Abdeckung des Satelliten
kombiniert und somit Vorhersagen mit einer zeitlichen Auflösung von einer Minu-
te ermöglicht. Die höhere räumliche Auflösung der Kamera erlaubt eine genauere
Bestimmung und Vorhersage der DNI als mit Satellitendaten allein bis zu einem
Vorhersagezeitraum von 30 Minuten oder mehr für bestimmte Situationen, z.B.
an Wolkenkanten und im Falle von kleinskaliger Bewölkung.
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Abstract

A functioning power supply is crucial for the economical evolution of society and
the demand is constantly rising. The share of renewable energy in overall energy
consumption has increased in the last years, a trend that will continue in the
next decades. For this, methods are required which allow for an optimal use of
the renewable resources, such as concentrating solar power (CSP) systems. As
solar resources are very variable in space and time the operation of CSP systems
is challenging.
A novel multi-resolution approach for the nowcasting of clouds and Direct Normal
Irradiance (DNI) based on the Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager
(SEVIRI) aboard the geostationary Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) satellite
for a forecast horizon up to 120min and a forecast temporal resolution of 5min
is presented in this work. The basis of the algorithm is an optical flow method to
derive cloud motion vectors for all cloudy pixels. To facilitate forecasts over a rel-
evant time period, a classification of clouds into objects and a weighted triangular
interpolation of clear-sky regions are used. Low and high level clouds are identi-
fied and forecasted separately because they show different velocities and motion
directions. Additionally, a distinction in advective and convective clouds together
with an optical thickness correction for quickly thinning convective clouds are in-
tegrated. The DNI is calculated from the forecasted optical thickness of the low
and high level clouds. In order to quantitatively assess the performance of the
algorithm, a forecast validation against MSG/SEVIRI observations is performed
for a period of two months. For a forecast of 5min for most cloud situations
more than 95% of all pixels are predicted correctly cloudy or clear. This number
decreases to 80-95% for a forecast of 2 h depending on cloud type and vertical
cloud level. Hanssen-Kuiper skill scores for cloud masks go down to 0.6-0.7 for a
2 h forecast. Compared to persistence an improvement of forecast horizon by a
factor of two is reached for all forecasts up to 2 h. A validation against ground-
based irradiance measurements at one site over a period of three months shows
a mean bias error around zero, a mean absolute error of ∼ 200W/m2 and a root
mean square error of ∼ 360W/m2 for a forecast lead time of 2 h.
In order to examine the enhancement in forecast accuracy the benefit of the high
resolution channel (HRV) of MSG/SEVIRI is investigated. By means of a syn-
ergistic exploitation of high and low resolution MSG/SEVIRI data cloud masks
as well as cloud phase masks are determined in high resolution and cloud optical
thickness is derived with radiative transfer calculations. A statistical evaluation
against ground-based irradiance measurements and three case studies show an
improvement in forecast accuracy for small-scale clouds and at cloud edges for
forecast lead times up to 15min when compared to forecasts in low resolution,
but for most cases and longer lead times the forecasts should be performed with
motion vectors derived in low resolution as those are more appropriate to repres-
ent the large-scale atmospheric flow.
In order to better characterise the local cloud situation at a specific site all-sky
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imagers have been used to identify clouds in higher resolution. For this, a novel
approach for the combination of camera and satellite data is performed, thus
combining the camera’s higher spatial resolution with the large spatial coverage
of the satellite performing forecasts with a temporal resolution of 1min. The
higher spatial resolution of the cameras enables a more accurate determination
and forecast of DNI than with satellite data up to a forecast lead time of 30min
or more for certain situations, i.e. at cloud edges and in case of small-scale clouds.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Availability of power plays a central role for society and its economical evolution.
Due to rising commodity prices for fossil fuels and the anthropogenic greenhouse
effect the power supply with clean (CO2 neutral) renewable energy gains in im-
portance. For this, the share of renewable energy in overall energy consumption
has increased in the last years, a trend that will continue in the near future [U.S.
Energy Information Administration (EIA), 2016]. Renewables are the fastest-
growing source of energy for electricity generation, with expected global annual
increases averaging 2.9% from 2012 to 2040 (Fig. 1.1).
Next to wind power and hydropower, solar energy is one of the main contributor
to renewable energy (12.5% of the world net electricity generation from renewable
power in 2016, Renewable Energy Policy Network for the 21st Century (REN21)
[2016]) using multiple techniques, e.g. photovoltaics (PV) or concentrating solar
power (CSP) systems, which account for ∼ 2% of solar energy generation. The
great potential of CSP systems lies in the combination of electricity production
and thermal storage capacity (e.g. molten salt), if present. By means of mirrors
the incoming solar irradiance is concentrated, heating a fluid (oil, water/steam or
molten salt) and driving a heat engine. In the focal point/line the flux of radiant
energy is orders of magnitude larger compared to non-concentrating technologies,
thus allowing higher conversion efficiencies due to the high energy density. The
used technologies are parabolic trough, Fresnel reflectors, dish Stirling and solar
power tower (Fig. 1.2). In case of low insolation or for periods of high variability
the electricity production is taken over by the storage or a fuel (e.g. gas) for a
system without storage, which can also be used to support the start-up process.
The time which can be bridged by a storage system depends on the storage size
and may typically last up to 10 hours. A storage is also able to reduce changes in
the power output of a power plant, so-called ramps, which can negatively affect
power quality and the network reliability [de la Parra et al., 2015, Marcos et al.,
2014, Denholm and Mehos, 2012]. The installation and usage of these backup
systems increase the operating costs of solar power plants.

1



2 1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: World net electricity generation by fuel, 2012-40 (trillion kilowatthours),
U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) [2016].

Figure 1.2: Types of concentrating solar power techniques, from Goswami and Kreith
[2007].

The operation of CSP plants is challenging since the thermodynamic properties
of the heated fluid are difficult to control in case, for instance, when the CSP
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plant is only partly illuminated by the sun or when insolation is strongly variable
over time ranges of a few minutes to a few hours. Also, large changes in radiation
can lead to damages of the collectors. The fuel of solar power plants is direct
normal irradiance (DNI). The main source of its spatio-temporal variability is
cloudiness due to its intrinsic spatio-temporal inhomogeneity and to the fact that
already thin clouds can reduce DNI to unusable levels for CSP. CSP is shut down
when DNI < 200W/m2, which corresponds to a vertical optical thickness of less
than 2. In the clear-sky case especially aerosols contribute to the attenuation of
DNI by a factor of 20− 30% [Gueymard, 2012b, Nikitidou et al., 2014, Henzing
et al., 2004, Jacovides et al., 2000] and, to a lesser extent, water vapour and ozone
[Gueymard, 2012a].
Thus, the knowledge and the prediction of atmospheric properties for the deriva-
tion of DNI is essential for the optimisation of the CSP operation strategy as for
day-ahead and intra-day wholesale spot markets the hourly electricity production
must be announced to the market operator and deviations from the production
schedule may lead to financial penalties. This production schedule may be revised
according to intra-day trading rules, which impose additional constraints for the
required forecasts, e.g. gate closure times.
The persistence approach is the simplest forecast model and works well for periods
of low cloud variability and obviously for clear-sky cases. Of course, the accur-
acy of persistence models is reduced substantially when the variability increases.
Therefore, other methods are used based on data from various sources depend-
ing on the forecast horizon. Kraas et al. [2013] show the economic merits of a
forecasting system for day-ahead forecasts for concentrated solar power, which
reduces penalties by 47.6% compared to a persistence model. More recently, Law
et al. [2016] evaluated the benefit of using 1-h forecasts for the operation of CSP
plants, thus achieving higher financial value and reliability.
For the optimized operation of CSP both technical and economic aspects apply
as the main aim is to provide stable plant operations and a predictable electricity
flow. The nowcasting of DNI helps the operator to fulfill this goal, e.g. if and
when the start-up and shut-down of the sub-systems of the plant should take
place. As the start-up phase of a power plant takes between 30-60 minutes, de-
pending on the used technology, the expected solar gain for the next hours must
be considered and the operators have to decide if the amount of DNI is sufficient
for a profitable operation of the station. Additionally, a reliable nowcasting of
DNI enables an optimisation of storage and fossil fuel use as well as a compens-
ation of fluctuations in the power output. For this, forecasts up to several hours
are required with a temporal resolution of 10min and a spatial resolution of the
solar field area average (1-3 km) [Hirsch, 2014]. Regarding the technical aspect
of optimized operation heterogeneous distribution of DNI over the solar field,
which results in efficiency losses, must be considered. For that purpose, a spatial
resolution of 30-60m and a short term resolution of single minutes are required
[Hirsch, 2014].
For the prediction of solar irradiance one or two days ahead numerical weather
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prediction (NWP) models are used, which provide better results if combined with
artificial neural networks (ANNs) [Marquez and Coimbra, 2011, Gonzalez et al.,
2010] or radiative transfer simulations [Casado-Rubio et al., 2017]. However, for
short-term forecasts up to 6 h NWP models are not well suited and satellite-based
methods come into play: Perez et al. [2010] and Lorenz et al. [2012] show that
below a forecast horizon of 4-6 h forecasting methods of NWP models have a lower
accuracy compared to satellite-based algorithms (e.g. Cros et al. [2014], Hammer
et al. [1999]). Geostationary satellites usually provide multispectral images with a
temporal resolution between 5 and 30min and a spatial resolution in the order of
kilometers that can be used for determining and predicting the motion of clouds
and their properties. Several approaches deal with the detection and tracking of
cloud patterns with satellite data - a challenging task due to the non-linearity in
atmospheric motion. They range from standard pattern recognition techniques
[Bolliger et al., 2003, Schmetz et al., 1993], where cloud patterns are tracked, to
multichannel correlation-relaxation labeling [Evans, 2006, Wu, 1995, Wu et al.,
1997], which determines the most appropriate motion vectors from several chan-
nels. With the predicted cloud properties, the irradiance at the ground can be
determined. Several approaches deal with the calculation of DNI with satellite
data, e.g. the HELIOSAT methods [Cano et al., 1986, Diabate et al., 1988, Beyer
et al., 1996, Rigollier et al., 2004, Qu et al., 2016] or SICCS [Greuell et al., 2013].
The temporal and spatial resolution of satellite images are inappropriate for ac-
curate intra-hour forecasts of clouds and solar irradiance at particular (power
plant) sites. This lack can be overcome by using local high-frequency image-
capturing devices, such as sky imagers. For the forecast of solar irradiance with
sky imagers methods are used which derive cloud motion vectors (CMV) from
two consecutive images. Examples for the derivation of CMVs are optical flow
methods [Schmidt et al., 2016, West et al., 2014, Wood-Bradley et al., 2012],
cross-correlation [Chow et al., 2011] or particle image velocimetry (PIV) [Mar-
quez and Coimbra, 2013, Chu et al., 2013, 2014]. More recently, a four-camera
system called WobaS [Kuhn et al., 2017] has been installed at three solar power
plants determining and predicting DNI maps. Next to the usage of sky imagers,
forecasts of solar irradiance are performed by means of pyranometers [Bosch et al.,
2012] or by determining cloud shadow speed with luminance sensors [Fung et al.,
2014].
For an optimized operation of solar power plants, a continuous forecast over all
temporal and spatial scales is necessary as (day-ahead and) intra-day hourly elec-
tricity production must be announced to the market operator. For this, ground-
based, satellite-based and NWP-based forecasts methods have to be combined.
But this is a challenging task due to their varying temporal and spatial scales.
Lorenz et al. [2012] and Mathiesen et al. [2013] show that for the forecast of solar
irradiance a combination of satellite-based and NWP-based methods outperform
the forecasts of the single methods for forecast lead times of several hours. More
recently, Müller and Remund [2016] developed a method for the nowcasting of
DNI based on geostationary satellite data and wind velocities from a mesoscale
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numerical weather model. Also, hybrid systems using satellite-based and ground-
based methods, e.g. measurements of global horizontal irradiance [Marquez et al.,
2013], are able to perform more accurate forecasts as the single methods up to
several hours. A forecast of solar irradiance by combining satellite and sky im-
agers could provide a continuous forecast on the minute to several hours scale
before weather model information becomes useful.

In this work the following hypothesis will be evaluated:

It is possible to provide seamless and accurate forecasts of clouds
and surface DNI for the next minutes up to several hours with high
spatial resolution for the improved operation of CSP plants.

Therefore, it is not only important to predict the position of the clouds, i.e.
the location of DNI attenuation, but also their optical properties, i.e. optical
thickness, as thin clouds may reduce DNI to a still usable level. For this a novel
nowcasting algorithm based on satellite data from the SEVIRI imager aboard
Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) has been developed. With its high repetition
rate of 15min, its spatial sampling distance of 3 km and the availability of 12
spectral channels, this sensor is very well suited for the determination and forecast
of the derived cloud optical properties to be used to calculate DNI since clouds
are highly variable in space and time.
In order to assess the hypothesis, several questions have to be answered. The
first question examined in this thesis is:

1) Can low resolution MSG/SEVIRI data be used for the accurate nowcasting
of warm and cold cloud properties and surface DNI at the 3-5 km scale?

With the high resolution visible (HRV) channel of MSG/SEVIRI optical proper-
ties and DNI can be detected and forecasted more accurately. Therefore, a novel
method for a synergistic exploitation of the high and low resolution MSG/SEVIRI
data has been developed. In this context, a second question is investigated:

2) To what extent does the high resolution visible channel of MSG/SEVIRI
help enhancing the spatial resolution of the nowcasting of warm and cold
cloud properties and surface DNI to the 1-2 km scale?

The spatial resolution could be enhanced once more by a collocation of all-sky and
MSG/SEVIRI images in order to combine the high spatial resolution of the all-
sky imagers with the large spatial coverage of the satellite. Thereby, the following
question arises:
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3) Is there a promising approach to get a reasonable forecast of surface DNI
by combining satellite and camera data?

The answers to these questions will be given in this thesis, which is structured as
follows.
Sect. 2 gives an overview of the physical background, i.e. radiative transport,
cloud physics and remote sensing as well as a short summary of forecast termin-
ology in the context of DNI nowcasting.
Sect. 3 introduces the used instrumentation and methods, i.e. the optical flow
algorithm (Sect. 3.4), which is the basis for the nowcasting algorithm. Also, two
satellite-based nowcasting methods are presented, which are used for comparison
(Sect. 3.5).
The forecast algorithm is described in Sect. 4 and focuses on forecast lead times
from 5 to 120min. By means of the optical flow algorithm atmospheric motion
vectors for every pixel instead for cloud patterns can be determined. The start-
ing point is represented by the optical thickness of clouds that are first split up
into two (vertically overlapping) layers in order to take care of different velo-
cities of upper level and low level clouds (Sect. 4.1). To reduce the turbulent
character of the atmospheric motion field on small scales, rendering long range
forecasts impossible, cloud subsets are defined as rigid objects that move with
time. Convection initiation cannot be forecasted adequately this way due to its
rapid development as well as its small spatial (few 100m) and temporal (minutes)
resolution. However, nowcasting methods are well suited to forecast the develop-
ment of convective clouds after initiation using near real-time information from
radars, e.g. CONRAD [Lang, 2001] and TRT [Hering et al., 2004], and passive
imagers, e.g. Zinner et al. [2008] or Feidas and Cartalis [2005], or a combination of
both [Henken et al., 2011]. Our approach considers dissipating convective clouds
where extended anvils are produced that can live for many hours and have an
important impact on DNI.
DNI is eventually computed from the forecast of the optical thickness of the at-
mosphere with ancillary data (Sect. 4.2). A validation against MSG/SEVIRI
observations (Sect. 4.3) as well as ground measurements and two other satellite-
based forecast methods (Sect. 4.5) is shown, together with case studies (Sect. 4.4)
illustrating the benefits and limitations of the forecast algorithm. Sect. 4.1 - 4.3
have been published in Sirch et al. [2017].
In order to examine the gain in forecast accuracy of clouds and DNI by enhan-
cing the spatial resolution a synergistic exploitation of the high and low resolution
MSG/SEVIRI data is presented (Sect. 5.1, 5.2). Together with radiative transfer
calculations cloud mask and cloud optical properties are derived. The forecast
results of this method are compared to low resolution MSG/SEVIRI forecasts by
means of case studies (Sect. 5.4) and ground measurements of DNI (Sect. 5.5).
The spatial resolution is enhanced once more by the use of all-sky imagers. In
Sect. 6.1 a novel approach for the collocation of all-sky and MSG/SEVIRI images
is presented. This synergistic use of camera and satellite data enables a continu-
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ous forecast for the next minutes up to several hours (Sect. 6.2). The benefits and
limitations of this method are shown by means of three case studies (Sect. 6.3).



8 1. Introduction



Chapter 2

Theoretical background

2.1 Radiative transfer quantities

Radiative transfer describes the propagation of electromagnetic radiation through
a medium, for example the atmosphere. Electromagnetic radiation travels in
wave form at the speed of light c = 299792458m/s. One particular feature is
the wave-particle duality as radiation can be explained by wave mechanics (e.g.
scattering) and quantum mechanics (e.g. absorption). Electromagnetic waves are
characterised by their wavelength λ [m]:

λ = c

ν
, (2.1)

where ν [1
s
] represents the frequency.

The radiant energy Q [J ] transported by electromagnetic waves per unit time is
described as the radiant power Φ [W ]:

Φ = dQ

dt
. (2.2)

The radiant flux of energy through a unit area dA with a specified orientation is
defined as the irradiance E [W/m2]:

E = d2Q

dAdt
. (2.3)

Due to the directional dependency incoming radiant quantities are considered in
a differential solid angle element dΩ = sinϑ dϑ dϕ [sr] in polar coordinates with
the azimuth angle ϕ (Fig. 2.1). The zenith angle ϑ is the angle between the

9
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Figure 2.1: Local spherical (r̃,ϕ,ϑ)-coordinate system, where r̃ is the radial distance
from the origin located at −→r , and the direction −→Ω , taken from Zdunkowski et al. [2007].

direction −→Ω of the incoming radiation and the surface normal −→n at a location −→r
(Fig. 2.2). The monochromatic radiance L = L(−→r ,−→Ω , t) [W/(m2sr)] at a specific
wavelength λ is defined as the radiant energy Q through the differential area
element dA during a time dt through the angle element dΩ:

L = dQ

dAcosϑdΩdt. (2.4)

By integrating the normal component of L over the entire hemispheric solid angle
[Liou, 2002] the irradiance F over the hemisphere can be calculated:

F =
∫ 2π

0
LcosϑdΩ =

∫ 2π

0

∫ π/2

0
Lcosϑsinϑdϑdϕ. (2.5)

2.2 Interaction of radiation with matter

The sources of the attenuation of radiation in the atmosphere are absorption
and scattering by gas molecules, aerosols and clouds. It is proportional to the
intensity of the incoming radiation, the concentration of gases/particles and their
effectiveness to absorb or scatter.
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Figure 2.2: Radiant energy transmitted through the infinitesimal area element dA
with the surface normal −→n at location −→r into the solid angle element dΩ along the
direction −→Ω of the photons, adapted from Zdunkowski et al. [2007].

2.2.1 Absorption

The intensity of incoming radiation is reduced by absorption in the atmosphere
by transforming radiation into internal energy of molecules, thus changing the
state of the molecule. The absorption cross-section σabs [cm2] determines the
probability of absorption and the intensity of absorption is dependent of the
concentration of the absorbers referred to as the volume density ρabs [cm−3]. Thus,
the absorption coefficient kabs [m−1] is calculated with:

kabs = ρabsσabs. (2.6)

2.2.2 Scattering

Next to absorption, scattering contributes to the attenuation of incoming solar
radiation in the atmosphere. Through the interaction with molecules or particles
the direction of the radiation is changed. In the atmosphere, the particles re-
sponsible for scattering range in size from gas molecules (∼ 10−4 µm) to aerosols
(∼ 1µm), water droplets (∼ 10µm), ice crystals (∼ 100µm), large raindrops
and hail (∼ 1 cm). Scattering occurs at all wavelengths and depends on the ra-
tio of particle size and wavelength, which is expressed by the dimensionless size
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parameter x:

x = 2rπ
λ
, (2.7)

with the radius of a spherical scattering particle r and the wavelength λ of the
incident electromagnetic wave.
The distribution of the scattered radiation depends on shape, size and refractive
index of the scattering particle and the dimensionless scattering phase function P
is used to describe this distribution. P = P (−→Ω ′,−→Ω ) is a measure for the probab-
ility of electromagnetic radiation with the incident direction −→Ω ′ being scattered
into the direction −→Ω [Zdunkowski et al., 2007] and is normalised according to
unity [Liou, 2002]:

1
4π

∫
4π
P (−→Ω ′,−→Ω )dΩ = 1. (2.8)

The angle Θ between the incident direction −→Ω ′ and scattered direction −→Ω is given
by cosΘ = −→Ω ′ ∗−→Ω [Thomas and Stamnes, 1999]. Thus, scattering is rotationally
symmetric about the direction of incidence for homogeneous spherical particles.
The term forward scattering is used in case of Θ < π/2 and backward scattering
in case of Θ > π/2, respectively.
With the scattering cross section σsca [cm2], which describes the probability of
radiation being scattered by the particle, the scattering coefficient ksca [m−1] can
be computed by

ksca = ρscaσsca. (2.9)

Rayleigh scattering

For homogeneous, isotropic, spherical molecules/particles much smaller in com-
parison with the wavelength λ of the incident radiation, i.e. x << 1, scattering is
described according to the Rayleigh theory [Strutt, 1871]. Forward and backward
scattering are equal and the scattered intensity of the radiation is proportional
to λ−4. The phase function for Rayleigh scattering is

P (cosΘ) = 3
4(1 + cos2Θ). (2.10)

Fig. 2.3 illustrates the scattering patterns for spherical particles of size 10−4 µm,
0.1µm, and 1µm illuminated by visible light with a wavelength of 0.5µm. Small
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Figure 2.3: Demonstrative angular patterns of the scattered intensity from spherical
particles of three sizes illuminated by the visible light of 0.5µm: (a) 10−4 µm, (b)
0.1µm, and (c) 1µm. The forward scattering pattern for the 1µm aerosol is extremely
large and is scaled for presentation purposes, adapted from Liou [2002].

particles, i.e. x << 1, tend to scatter light equally in the forward and backward
directions (Fig. 2.3 a).

Mie scattering

For particle sizes comparable to the wavelength, i.e. x ≥ 1, the theory of Mie
scattering applies [Mie, 1908]. It is based on the mathematical solution of Max-
well’s equations using proper boundary conditions and describes the distribution
of the scattered radiance L(Θ) for isotropic, homogeneous, spherical particles in
dependence of the incoming radiance L0 and the phase function P (Θ):

L(Θ) = L0

(
σsca

R2

)
P (Θ)

4π (2.11)

where R is the distance from the scatterer. With increasing particle size the
intensity of forward scattering is rising. This effect can be seen in Fig. 2.3 b,c
showing angular patterns of scatter intensity for particles of size 0.1µm and
1µm. Note the with particle size increasing peak in the forward direction as well
as the strongly asymmetric pattern for large particles (1µm) compared to smaller
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ones (0.1µm).

2.2.3 Atmospheric extinction

The extinction coefficient kext [m−1] is used to quantify the degree of attenuation
of radiation:

kext = kabs + ksca, (2.12)

with kabs [m−1] as the absorption coefficient and ksca [m−1] as the scattering
coefficient. A measure for the ratio of absorption to scattering is the single
scattering albedo ω0:

ω0 = ksca

kext
. (2.13)

2.2.4 Lambert-Beer’s law

The Lambert-Beer law describes the attenuation of electromagnetic radiation at
a specific wavelength λ in a medium with the extinction coefficient kext,λ along a
path from s1 to s2:

Lλ(s2) = Lλ(s1)exp[−
∫ s2

s1
kext,λ(s)ds]. (2.14)

The term in the exponent is defined as the optical thickness τλ at a specific
wavelength λ:

τλ(s1, s2) =
∫ s2

s1
kext,λ(s)ds. (2.15)

With the optical thickness the transmission Tλ can be calculated, which is a
measure for the transmissivity of radiation through a medium:

Tλ(s1, s2) = e−τλ(s1,s2). (2.16)
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2.2.5 Emission

In emission, a molecule undergoes a transition to a lower level of internal energy
by releasing a photon. A "blackbody" (idealized physical body) absorbs all incom-
ing radiation and re-emits in a characteristic, continuous spectrum that depends
on temperature alone. According to Planck’s law [Planck, 1901] the emitted spec-
tral radiance Bλ(T ) [W/m2srµm] is related to the temperature T via the Planck
function:

Bλ(T ) = 2hc2

λ5
1

exp
(

hc
kBλT

)
− 1

, (2.17)

with the Boltzmann constant kB = 1.381 ∗ 10−23 JK−1 and the Planck constant
h = 6.62606957 ∗ 10−34 Js. The inversion of the Planck function gives the mono-
chromatic brightness temperature Tb:

Tb = 2hc
kBλ

(
ln

(
2hc2

λ5Lm

)
+ 1

)
, (2.18)

TB is the temperature a blackbody should have to produce the measured spectral
radiance Lm at a wavelength λ and is an important quantity in passive remote
sensing as it allows to translate the radiances measured by spaceborne radiomet-
ers into brightness temperatures.
The emissivity ελ describes the emission capability of a real body compared to
a blackbody with the same temperature. According to Kirchhoff’s law the rela-
tionship between absorptivity αλ and emissivity ελ can be expressed as:

αλ = ελ. (2.19)

2.3 Radiative transfer equation

The spatial and temporal evolution of electromagnetic radiation, when passing
through a small volume element of length ds, is described by the radiative transfer
equation (RTE) [Chandrasekhar, 1950], a linear integro-differential equation for
the radiance L:

dL

kext ∗ ds
= −L+ ω0

4π

∫ π

0

∫ 2π

0
P (Ω,Ω′)L(Ω′)dΩ′ + (1− ω0)Bλ(T ) (2.20)

A horizontally homogeneous atmosphere is approximated, where the atmospheric
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Figure 2.4: Relationship between slant path ds and vertical path dz of a plane-parallel
atmosphere [Petty, 2006].

parameters are assumed to be functions of height only while horizontal variations
are neglected. This plane-parallel approximation enables the determination of
the atmospheric parameters in dependence of the height z (Fig. 2.4), whereby
the path length element ds is computed as:

ds = dz

µ
, with µ = cosθ. (2.21)

Upward and downward directed radiance is specified by µ > 0 and µ < 0, re-
spectively. This plane-parallel assumption represents a good approximation of
the atmosphere in many cases. Exceptions are radiative transfer calculations in
case of solar positions near the horizon or finite clouds located over a hetero-
geneously reflecting ground. The first term in Eq. 2.20 describes the removal of
radiation by scattering and absorption according to the Lambert-Beer law. The
second and third term have a positive contribution, characterising the scattering
and the emission in the path, respectively. Ω′ indicates the incident direction of
radiation being scattered into the direction Ω and Bλ(T ) (Sect. 2.2.5) denotes
the intensity of radiation emitted by a black body of temperature T and thus
quantifies the thermal source.
The radiative transfer equation can be expressed in dependence of the optical
thickness dτ = kext ∗ dz as:

µ
dL

dτ
= L− ω0

4π

∫ π

0

∫ 2π

0
P (Ω,Ω′)L(Ω′)dΩ′ − (1− ω0)Bλ(T ). (2.22)
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Note the sign change compared to Eq. 2.20 due to replacing µ < 0 (downward
directed irradiance) by −µ (µ > 0). The radiance L can be separated into the
direct part Ldir (no interaction with matter in the atmosphere) and the diffuse
part Ldif (interaction with matter in the atmosphere). The attenuation of the
direct beam along its way through the layer is calculated according to Lambert-
Beer’s law (Sect. 2.2.4):

Ldir(τ) = Ldir(0)e−τ/µ. (2.23)

2.4 Cloud properties

Clouds consist of liquid droplets and/or ice particles. The optical properties of
liquid clouds are provided by the Mie theory, whereby the determination of the
optical properties for ice particles is more complex due to their various shapes.
For a typical size distribution of water droplets the optical properties of water
clouds can by described by the effective radius reff [Hansen and Travis, 1974]:

reff =
∫∞

0 n(r)r3dr∫∞
0 n(r)r2dr

, (2.24)

with the droplet size distribution n(r) and the droplet radius r. n(r)dr describes
the number of droplets per unit volume in the radius range [r, r + dr]. The
reflected and transmitted radiation is dependent on the effective radius, whereas
the detailed distribution of droplet sizes is of minor influence. For spherical
droplets the liquid water content LWC is defined as the mass of cloud droplets
per unit volume:

LWC = 4
3πρw

∫ ∞
0

r3n(r)dr, (2.25)

with the density of water ρw.
Ice crystals are much more complicated than spherical water droplets with respect
to their scattering and radiative properties. Schumann et al. [2011] defined a mean
effective ice crystal radius reff to represent the ice crystal size distribution:

reff = 3
4

∑
i VP (i)nP (i)∆Di∑
iAP (i)nP (i)∆Di

(2.26)

where VP and AP are the mean particle volume and mean particle projected
cross-sectional area for the size intervals D of width ∆Di . The ice water content
IWC for a given ice crystal size distribution is defined by
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IWC = ρi

∫
VP (D)nP (D)dD, (2.27)

with the density of ice ρi.

2.5 Aerosols

Aerosols are defined as a mixture of solid or liquid particles in the atmosphere.
The interaction of aerosols with radiation in the atmosphere depends on aerosol
type, size distribution and concentration. Typical aerosol types are continental,
urban, maritime and biomass burning aerosol as well as dust and volcanic ash
with particle sizes ranging from a few nm to more than 10µm.
Aerosols can strongly contribute to the attenuation of radiation in the atmosphere
with a factor of 20−30% [Gueymard, 2012b, Nikitidou et al., 2014, Henzing et al.,
2004, Jacovides et al., 2000]. One method to determine this reduction of radi-
ation is by deriving Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) as an input to Lambert-Beer’s
law. AOD as well as other optical, microphysical and radiative properties for
aerosols are available by the AERONET (AErosol RObotic NETwork) program
(http://aeronet.gsfc.nasa.gov/), a federation of ground-based remote sensing aer-
osol networks.

2.6 Solar irradiance at TOA and the surface

The solar spectrum corresponds to the radiative spectrum of a blackbody with a
temperature of 5900K, roughly covering the range from 100 nm to 10µm with a
maximum at 480 nm (Fig. 2.5). The intensity of total solar radiation incident on
top of the atmosphere is referred to as the solar constant E0. The International
Astronomical Union (IAU) 2015 resolution B3 recommends the use of the solar
constant with a value of 1361± 0.5W/m2 [Prsa et al., 2016].
The solar irradiance at the surface is reduced due to absorption by air molecules
and particles in the atmosphere. Fig. 2.5 shows the solar spectrum at sea level
as well as the absorption bands of the gases (oxygen, ozone, water vapor and
carbon dioxide). Next to gases also scattering by aerosols and clouds can reduce
the solar irradiance at the surface.
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Figure 2.5: Solar spectrum at top of the atmosphere and at sea level compared to the
black body spectrum calculated with the Planck function Bλ for T = 5900K [Wallace
and Hobbs, 1977].

2.7 Direct Normal Irradiance at the surface

According to the ISO-9488 standard [ISO-9488, 1999] Direct Normal Irradiance
(DNI) is defined as the quotient of the radiant flux on a given plane receiver sur-
face received from a small solid angle centred on the sun’s disk to the area of that
surface, which is perpendicular to the axis of the solid angle. Diffuse Horizontal
Irradiance (DHI) is defined as the irradiance of diffuse solar radiation on a given
horizontal plane receiver surface. The total solar irradiance, i.e. the sum of DNI
and GHI, on a horizontal surface is called global horizontal irradiance (GHI).
The DNI used in this work considers only photons coming from the sun that do
not interact with the atmosphere (see the “strict definition” of DNI for numerical
modeling of radiative transfer in Blanc et al. [2014]). In particular, no circumsolar
radiation, the diffuse part of the radiation coming from the circumsolar region
close to the solar disk, is taken into account.
By integrating the solar constant E0 and the optical thickness τ(λ) of the at-
mosphere (Eq. 2.23) over all wavelengths the DNI is calculated according to
Lambert-Beer’s law:

DNI =
∫
E0(λ) ∗ exp(−τ(λ)/ cos(ϑ0)) dλ, (2.28)
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with the solar zenith angle ϑ0. Thus, the amount of DNI reaching the surface
strongly depends on latitude, season and time of day as a larger solar zenith angle
causes a longer path through the atmosphere. Fig. 2.6 illustrates this effect by

Figure 2.6: Diurnal cycle of DNI at the PSA for 8 March 2013 (black curve), 10
March 2013 (blue curve), 13 May 2013 (red curve) and 6 August 2013 (green curve).

showing the diurnal variation of DNI for four days at the Plataforma Solar de
Almeria (PSA), the largest concentrating solar technology research development
and test centre in Europe. The diurnal cycle for a clear-sky day, e.g. 8 March
2013 (black curve), shows only small variation of DNI due to the variability of
aerosols or atmospheric gases, e.g. water vapor. One characteristic feature for a
diurnal cycle of DNI is the steep increase/decrease at sunrise/sunset. On cloudy
days the variability is very high and DNI can be attenuated completely in case
of thick clouds, e.g. 10 March 2013 (blue curve), or reduced to a still usable level
by thin cirrus clouds, e.g. 13 May 2013 (red curve). The effect of high aerosol
load (τaer,550nm ∼= 0.25) is visible on 6 August 2013 (green curve), where DNI is
reduced by over 20%.
As the definitions used for DNI nowcasting may differ from other fields of now-
casting a short summary of forecast terminology is given here with some typical
examples. Nowcasting is typically understood as the forecast within the upcom-
ing 6 hours. The frequency with which the predicted values are updated is called
refresh rate, e.g. forecast start every 15min, and the temporal resolution defines
the length of the time interval between the predicted values - for a temporal
resolution of 5min the predicted values are given for forecasts of 5min, 10min,
15min, etc. The forecast lead time is the time between the start of the forecast
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and the occurrence of a forecasted value with the forecast horizon as the max-
imum forecast lead time, e.g. 6 hours.
DNI is the fuel for CSP plants, where the incoming DNI is concentrated by means
of mirrors, heating a fluid (oil, water/steam or molten salt) and driving a heat
engine. The used technologies are parabolic trough, solar power tower, Fresnel
reflectors and dish Stirling. CSP capacities are highest in Spain and the USA,
i.e. California, as well as in northern Africa, i.e. Morocco. The efficiency of CSP
plants depends on the used technology and the temperature.

2.8 Passive remote sensing

Passive remote sensing is based on the theory of electromagnetic radiation. In
order to retrieve information about the actual atmospheric condition from a meas-
ured radiative quantity the theory of radiative transfer needs to be applied. For
satellite channels in the thermal infrared the observed radiances are transformed
to equivalent brightness temperatures (Sect. 2.2.5), a quantity, whose interpret-
ation is easier. For the solar channels the observed radiances are transformed to
reflectivities, which are defined as the fraction of incoming radiation that is re-
flected in the atmosphere. In this spectral range most of the radiation is reflected
on atmospheric constituents, i.e. on clouds. Due to the high reflectivity of thick
clouds compared to the ground solar channels are often used for cloud detection.
For the observation of the atmosphere with satellites the radiation in certain
spectral ranges is determined. The observed spectral range depends on the ap-
plication. In so-called window channels, spectral ranges with low absorption of
the atmosphere, the whole atmospheric column as well as the ground can be
examined. In order to observe the properties of particular atmospheric constitu-
ents, e.g. water vapor, ozone, carbon dioxide etc., selected spectral ranges are
examined, where radiation interacts with these components.
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Chapter 3

Instrumentation and Methods

This chapter provides a brief overview of the instruments and methods used in
this work. After a short introduction to MSG/SEVIRI the algorithms for the
detection of clouds and their optical cloud properties are described (Sect. 3.1). In
Sect. 3.2) technical details and the calibration of all-sky imagers as well as their
usage for cloud detection are presented. Pyrheliometers are described in Sect. 3.3
followed by a explanation of the optical flow method (Sect. 3.4), which is used for
the forecast. In Sect. 3.5 two satellite based-nowcasting methods are presented,
which are used for comparison. Sect. 3.1 and 3.4 are adapted from Sirch et al.
[2017].

3.1 Cloud remote sensing with MSG/SEVIRI

3.1.1 Instrument

Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) is a series of European geostationary satel-
lites operated by EUMETSAT, Darmstadt, Germany. Their primary mission is
the observation of weather phenomena on the earth’s full disk. For this purpose,
the 12-channel passive imager SEVIRI (Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared
Imager) has been developed. Table 3.1 shows its spectral channel characteristics
consisting of two channels in the visible, one in the near infrared and eight in
the infrared spectral range with a sampling distance of 3 km at the sub-satellite
point [Schmetz et al., 2002], which increases for growing viewing zenith angle.
SEVIRI covers the whole earth disk from 80◦N to 80◦S latitude and 80◦W to
80◦E longitude. Additionally to these low resolution channels, a broadband high
resolution visible (HRV) channel is available, which covers half of the earth’s full
disk in the east-west direction with a higher spatial resolution of 1 km at the
sub-satellite point (Fig. 3.1). The usual repetition rate of 15min is reduced to

23
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Table 3.1: SEVIRI spectral channels characteristics [Schmetz et al., 2002].

Channel λcentral λmin λmax Sampling
Distance

µm µm µm km
VIS006 0.635 0.56 0.71 3
VIS008 0.81 0.74 0.88 3
IR_016 1.64 1.50 1.78 3
IR_039 3.90 3.48 4.36 3
WV_062 6.25 5.35 7.15 3
WV_073 7.35 6.85 7.85 3
IR_087 8.70 8.30 9.10 3
IR_097 9.66 9.38 9.94 3
IR_108 10.80 9.80 11.80 3
IR_120 12.00 11.00 13.00 3
IR_134 13.40 12.40 14.40 3
HRV Broadband (about 0.4–1.1) 1

Figure 3.1: The HRV aboard MSG/SEVIRI covers only half of the earth in the E-
W direction with 11 136 × 5568 pixels; however, the area of imaging can be selected
[Schmetz et al., 2002].

5min in rapid-scan-mode for the upper third of the disk.
The geolocation and the inter-channel registration of MSG/SEVIRI is not exact
so that the single pixels are not congruent for all channels, which could lead to
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uncertainties when working with the LRES channels and the HRV. As a syner-
gistic use of the high and low resolution data is examined in this work (Sect. 5)
these uncertainties must be considered. With a method for image coregistration,
Deneke and Roebeling [2010] were able to detect and correct for shifts of the
HRES images relative to the LRES images, which is not limited to integer mul-
tiples of the pixel resolution. Fig. 3.2 shows histograms of the individual shift
found, with a mean value of 0.06 ± 0.10 km in southward and 0.36 ± 0.11 km
in eastward direction. These values indicate the coregistration accuracy of the
satellite images is sufficient in most cases and it can thus be argued that the
additional complexity of coregistering the images is not worth the extra effort.
Therefore, no coregistering is applied in this work.
In order to reasonably compare the results derived in high and low resolution (see
Sect. 5) the spatial response of the SEVIRI detectors [EUMETSAT, 2006] must
be considered. Fig. 3.3 shows the point spread function (PSF) of the SEVIRI de-
tectors, a commonly used quantity to characterize the spatial resolution of optical
systems. A perfect step response shows a normalized spatial response of 1 up to
a HRES and LRES sampling distance of 0.5 and 1.5 km, respectively (Fig. 3.3,
grey). The actual PSF decreases with increasing distance to the pixel center with
contributions to the spatial response up to a HRES and LRES distance of ∼ 1.5
and ∼ 4 km, respectively. Hence, contributions of surrounding pixels influence
the observed reflectivities in each pixel.

3.1.2 Ice cloud detection (COCS)

For the detection of thin ice clouds, the ”Cirrus Optical properties derived from
CALIOP and SEVIRI during day and night” (COCS, Kox et al. [2014]) algorithm
is used. It is a backpropagation neural network, which is trained with colloc-
ated products of the depolarisation-lidar CALIOP (Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with
Orthogonal Polarization, Winker et al. [2009, 2010]) aboard the Cloud-Aerosol
Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) and brightness
temperatures as well as brightness temperature differences of MSG/SEVIRI (see
above). The COCS algorithm provides cloud coverage, optical thickness and
cloud top height for ice clouds. In a validation study against airborne High Spec-
tral Resolution Lidar measurements [Kox et al., 2014], COCS detected 80% of
the cirrus clouds with optical thickness 0.2 and its detection efficiency increased
for higher optical thicknesses. For optical thickness 0.1 COCS detected still 50%
of the cirrus clouds observed by CALIPSO. The false alarm ratio amounted to
2.6% for all measured cirrus clouds. It is very robust for small optical thicknesses
above 0.1 up to a maximum of 2.5. Clouds with larger optical thickness cannot
be penetrated by CALIOP. COCS provides information only about the highest
ice cloud layer. As COCS works with the thermal SEVIRI channels it can be
applied during day and night.
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Figure 3.2: Histogram of the shifts of the HRV image relative to the 0.6 and 0.8 µm
channel in Northern and Eastern direction, obtained for 345 Meteosat-9 scenes from
2008 [Deneke and Roebeling, 2010]. The shift of the images is expressed as distance at
the nadir point of the satellite in kilometers (km).

Figure 3.3: Point spread function (PSF) of the SEVIRI detectors of the LRES 0.6
and 0.8µm channels and the HRES channel for Meteosat-9 in North-South (NS) and
East-West (EW) directions, as a function of distance from the pixel center [Deneke
and Roebeling, 2010]. The PSF has been reconstructed from the modulation transfer
function by the inverse Fourier transform [EUMETSAT, 2006]. In grey, a perfect step
response at LRES and HRES sampling resolution is also shown.
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3.1.3 Water and ice cloud optical properties (APICS)

In addition to COCS, APICS (”Algorithm for the Physical Investigation of Clouds
with SEVIRI”, Bugliaro et al. [2011]) is applied for the detection of liquid water
clouds and thick cirrus. The APICS cloud detection is based on Kriebel et al.
[2003] and consists of two groups of threshold tests comprising reflectivity tests
and spatial coherence tests applied to the solar SEVIRI channels. The first group
detects a cloud if it is bright enough compared to the cloud-free reflectivity. The
second is applied over sea and detects a cloud if the variability of the signal is
higher than that of the cloud-free background (the sea surface reflectivity is sup-
posed to be spatially homogeneous). A pixel is cloudy if at least one test gives a
positive result.
The APICS algorithm provides cloud coverage and cloud optical thickness as well
as effective radius. For this SEVIRI channels centred at 0.6 and 1.6µm are used
based on the method described by Nakajima and King [1990], Nakajima and Na-
kajima [1995]: in the first spectral range clouds mainly scatter radiation, while
in the second channel clouds both absorb and scatter the incoming solar radi-
ation. Since absorption is a function of effective radius while scattering depends
mainly on optical thickness, a simultaneous retrieval of optical thickness and ef-
fective radius can be performed by minimizing the difference between measured
and computed reflectivities. The look-up tables required for this application have
been computed with the radiative transfer model libRadtran [Mayer and Kylling,
2005, Emde et al., 2016], which can be used to compute radiances, irradiances and
actinic fluxes in the solar and terrestrial part of the spectrum. It includes a num-
ber of different radiative transfer equation solvers, e.g. DISORT [Stamnes et al.,
2000] or twostr [Kylling et al., 1995], for varying geometries, spectral resolutions
and different classes of atmospheric constituents depending on the application.
The look-up tables for APICS have been calculated with libRadtran using a mid-
latitude standard atmosphere [Anderson et al., 1986], a typical continental aerosol
load (a rural type aerosol in the boundary layer, background aerosol above 2 km,
spring-summer conditions and a visibility of 50 km, Shettle [1989]). Surface al-
bedo is taken from the temporally appropriate white sky MODIS albedo product
MCD43C1 [Schaaf et al., 2002]. For liquid water clouds, Mie cloud optical prop-
erties are assumed (spherical particles), while for ice clouds the parameterisation
by Baum et al. [2005] is used (a mixture of ice cloud habits as a function of ice
crystal size). The optical thickness derived this way ranges from 0 to 100 and
refers to the entire atmospheric column.

3.1.4 Detection of convective clouds (Cb-TRAM)

For the detection of convective clouds, methods of the Cb-TRAM algorithm (Cu-
mulonimBus TRacking And Monitoring, Zinner et al. [2008, 2013]) have been
examined and exploited in this work. Cb-TRAM divides convection into three
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stages:

- convection initiation (stage 1)

- rapid cooling (stage 2)

- mature thunderstorm cells (stage 3).

The detection of convection initiation (stage 1, Merk and Zinner [2013]) uses
the evolution of reflectance in the HRV and cooling rate in the thermal spectral
range. Stage 2 is issued for rapid vertical developments detectable in the water
vapour channels at 6.2µm. The detection of mature thunderstorm cells (stage 3)
is limited to areas with a strong spatial roughness of the HRV, determined by the
local standard deviation, combined with the brightness temperature difference of
6.2µm and 10.8µm. This is only valid for daytime. During night the HRV is
replaced by a similar measure for the brightness temperature at 6.2µm which is
less successful at confining the detection to the active updraft, but includes large
parts of the surrounding anvil and is independent of sunlight conditions, i.e. it
produces smooth results in particular at sunrise, when the forecast is started. As
these thinner clouds are most interesting for the derivation of DNI, the latter
detection is used in the following (Sect 4.2.4).

3.2 Ground observation of clouds with all-sky
imagers

Ground-based all-sky imagers, i.e. 170-180◦ field-of-view cameras observing the
upper hemisphere, are used for various purposes ranging from the determination
of clear-sky intensity distribution [Chauvin et al., 2015] over cloud base height
estimation [Kassianov et al., 2005] to cloud detection [Cazorla et al., 2015, Ghon-
ima et al., 2012, Yang et al., 2015, 2016] and classification [Calbo and Sabburg,
2008, Heinle et al., 2010, Kazantzidis et al., 2012]. Another goal is the forecast of
solar irradiance [Bernecker et al., 2014, Yang et al., 2014, Schmidt et al., 2016],
e.g. DNI [Chu et al., 2013, Quesada-Ruiz et al., 2014]. In this study we use four
all sky imagers at the sites DISS, METAS, LECE and KONTAS, which are loc-
ated at the PSA. Fig. 3.4 shows the distribution of the cameras and additional
instruments, e.g. pyrheliometers.

3.2.1 Camera

The cameras installed at the PSA are of the type Mobotix Q24M, which consist of
a high-resolution image sensor and a fisheye lens to capture a 180◦-hemispheric
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Figure 3.4: Distribution of the instrumentation at the PSA.

image of the sky [Mobotix, 2013]. With the exposure times (ET) of 320ms,
640ms and 1280ms images are created every 30 seconds with an image size of
2048×1536 pixels and an angular resolution of 0.1-0.15◦. The result is a fisheye
image in JPEG format (Fig. 3.5, left), which is composed of the contributions of
three colours: red (R), green (G) and blue (B). Fig. 3.6 shows the corresponding
intensities of red (left), green (middle) and blue (right) with values ranging from 0
to 255. For clear sky the intensity of blue is highest due to the stronger scattering
on air molecules, whereas the intensity of red is highest in case of clouds. These
effects enable a detection of clouds with all-sky imagers. Due to the low costs -
no radiometric calibration - the field of application for such kind of cameras is
wide, ranging from the operation in surveillance activities to the use in research.

3.2.2 Calibration

In order to determine the internal parameters of each single camera an intrinsic
calibration is performed characterising the focal plane, the focal and optical dis-
tortions. By the acquisition of several hemispherical images of checkerboard pat-
tern on a flat support with different orientations and covering different parts of
the field of view key points for the intrinsic calibration are derived. An example
of checkerboard pattern is shown in Fig. 3.7 (left). With the OcamCalib toolbox
[Scaramuzza et al., 2006, Scaramuzza, 2008] the intrinsic calibration of the cam-
era is performed.
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Figure 3.5: Fisheye image for 24 June 2014, 14:30 UTC, created by the sky imager
at the KONTAS site at the PSA (left). The numbers in the grid elements denote the
characterisation of cloudiness: 0 for no cloud, 1 for thin clouds and 2 for thick cloud.
(right) The corresponding clear-sky mask for this scene (RGB values for the cloudy
pixels).

Figure 3.6: The intensity of red (left), green (middle) and blue (right) for 24 June
2014, 14:30 UTC, created by the sky imager at the KONTAS site.

In order to determine the orientation of the camera in the local reference frame
an extrinsic calibration with automatic sun pixel detection is performed. For
this, the theoretical angular position of the sun is compared to the centre of the
sun detected in the time series of hemispherical images acquired during clear-sky
days. Fig. 3.7 (right) shows the four cardinal directions for the camera at the
Kontas site, where the centre of the cross indicates the zenith.
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Figure 3.7: (left) Example of a hemispherical image of the checkerboard pattern used
for the intrinsic calibration [Blanc et al., 2016] and (right) the representation of the
four cardinal directions for the camera at the KONTAS site.

3.2.3 Cloud mask

In order to make forecasts with all-sky imagers a separation between cloudy and
clear-sky pixels is necessary. For this, absolute values, differences and/or ratios of
the red (R), green (G) and blue (B) intensities are examined. The determination
of the cloud mask is done according to the method described in Kazantzidis et al.
[2012] and shortly reported here.
In case the sun is not obstructed, images with an exposure time (ET) of 320ms
are used for the circumsolar region. Otherwise images with ET of 640ms are
applied. In special cases, i.e. a high saturation level of images with ET of 640ms
caused by clouds close to the sun and/or high aerosol loads, images with ET of
320ms are used.
A clear-sky pixel for images with ET of 640ms is detected if:

• (B<16) & B-G<5

• (B>16) & (B>G) & (B>R)

• (B>16) & (G>B+2) & (B>R)

A clear-sky pixel for images with ET of 320ms is detected if:

• (B<16) & B-G<5

• (B>16) & (B>G) & (B>R)

• (B>16) & (G>B+2) & (B>R)

• (B>16) & (B<60) & (G<60) & (R<60)
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An example for a clear-sky mask (RGB values for the cloudy pixels) is shown in
Fig. 3.5 (right).
Based on statistical colour and textural features [Kazantzidis et al., 2012] a k-
nearest neighbour (KNN) cloud classification algorithm enables the distinction of
five cloud types:

• Clear Sky (Cloud Cover < 10%)

• Cumulus

• Cirrus - Cirrostratus

• Cirrocumulus - Altocumulus

• Stratocumulus - Stratus

By the implementation of this classification technique the dominant cloud type in
the whole image and per grid element in the image is determined (Fig. 3.5, left).
Additionally, a second classification method provides a characterisation between
no clouds, thin clouds and thick clouds in a grid element.

3.3 DNI measurements with pyrheliometers

For ground measurements of DNI at DLR’s radiometric station at the PSA first
class pyrheliometers of the type Kipp & Zonen CHP1 [Kipp & Zonen, 2008]
are used (Fig. 3.8). By means of different apertures, the radiation from the
sun and circumsolar radiation is measured, thus overestimating the actual DNI.
With a viewing angle of 5◦±0.2◦ they comply with the current recommendation
of the World Meteorological Organisation (WMO) for the half-angle aperture
of pyrheliometers measuring DNI [WMO, 2014]. Also, the recommended 95%
uncertainty confidence interval for radiant exposure is achieved. The instrument
covers the solar spectrum from 200 to 4000 nm.

3.4 Cloud motion analysis using scale depend-
ent image matching

The forecast of clouds from MSG/SEVIRI data rests upon an optical flow method
determining a motion vector field from two consecutive images which is part of
Cb-TRAM (Sect. 3.1.4). Unlike feature based approaches, often used for the
determination of atmospheric motion vectors [e.g. Schmetz et al., 1993], this
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Figure 3.8: Pyrheliometer of the type Kipp & Zonen CHP1 at the PSA.

method is pixel-based: instead of vectors only for interesting cloud patterns a
disparity vector field −→V defined at each pixel position P is derived.
Movements in the atmosphere take place on different scales reaching from micro-
scale (few cm) to global scale (10000 km). These large-scale flows overlay the
small-scale movements so that the determination of the disparity vector field for
all scales is challenging. In order to take this into account the disparity vector
fields are successively derived on different scales, starting from low resolution
down to high resolution – a pyramidal scheme.

The procedure is described by means of an example for two images A and B
(Fig. 3.9 a,b) with a size of nx = 100 × ny = 100 pixels displaying two squares
(10×10 pixels). Similar structures in the images A and B are identified iterat-
ively at different spatial scales, i.e. for all sub-sampling levels l of the pyramidal
approach with M levels, starting with the topmost level with the roughest resol-
ution:

1) select the number of sub-sampling levels N (e.g. N = 2 for a pyramid with
M = N + 1 = 3 levels): this number depends on the size of the shifts that
are expected.

2) define the images AM = A and BM = B, set l = M − 1.

3) start the iterative process:

3.1) calculate the dimensions nxl = nx/2l and nyl = ny/2l of the given sub-
sampling level l (nxl×nyl = 25×25 pixels for the topmost level, nxl×nyl =
50× 50 pixels for the second sub-level).

3.2) resample the start images Al+1 and Bl+1 to nxl × nyl to obtain Al and Bl.

3.3) determine comparison images Al,s by shifting every pixel P in image Al to
Al,s = Al(P +−−→∆ Ki,j) by

−−→∆ Ki,j = (i, j), i, j ∈ [−2, 2], in both dimensions.
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Figure 3.9: a) Start image A. b) Start image B. A and B are squares that have to
be matched by the pyramidal matcher. c) The final disparity vector field −→V is plotted
on the start image A and A′(P ) = A(P −−→V (P )) with d) the remaining difference field
A

′ −B after processing on all pyramid levels.

3.4) identify the best fit between all possible Al,s and the target imageBl through
minimisation of the squared difference dloc of the intensities of Al,s and Bl

in a surrounding of each pixel: dloc = (Al,s − Bl)2 ⊗ Ke with Ke being
the Gaussian Kernel. This results in the disparity vector field −→Vl with
dimensions nxl × nyl. To mitigate the impact of singular incorrect motion
derivations and ensure physically realistic local flow fields, these initially
integer displacements −→Vl are smoothed over the local neighbourhood of each
pixel with Ke.

3.5) blow up the resolution of −→Vl to the original one nx×ny to obtain −→V l,original.

3.6) add the motion vectors obtained so far to −→V = ∑N
i=l
−→
V l,original.
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3.7) warp the image A with the disparity vector field −→V to

Al(P ) = A(P −−→V (P )) , (3.1)

for every pixel position P . Notice that this equation implies that pixels P
in A are not shifted with −→V into Al, but for every pixel P in the forecast
image Al a value from the starting image A is assigned which can be found
there at position P - −→V (P ). So every pixel is allocated to a value and no
information gaps (i.e. no ”holes” in the image Al) occur in the forecast.
However, since −→V contains floating point values due to the smoothing in
step 3.5, bilinear interpolation of A in x and y is applied when performing
Eq. 3.1. Thus, the warped image is only a “remapping” of the start image.

3.8) reduce the value of l by 1 and go back to step 3.1 if l ≥ 0.

4) End of the iterative procedure: The refined disparity vector field −→V that
has been obtained through successive addition of the results of all pyramidal
levels provides the final disparity vector field −→V A→B in full resolution and
its application to Eq. 3.1 yields the final warped image A′(P ) = Al=0(P ) =
A(P −−→V (P )).

The refined disparity vector field −→V A→B in full resolution is shown in Fig. 3.9 c.
Notice that it is different from zero not only over the area defined by the initial
image A but also in the direct neighbourhood. Due to that, disparity vectors are
not always pointing from A to B but, outside of image A and B, also in other
directions. Figure 3.9 c also shows the final warped image A′ . The displacement
of image A onto B shows good results as the final remaining difference field
(Fig. 3.9 d) A′ − B exhibits only small differences at the edges of the squares
caused by the relaxation of the disparity analysis by smoothing.
For more details, technicalities and an additional example please see Zinner et al.
[2008].

3.5 Satellite-based nowcasting methods

In Sect. 4 a new nowcasting method is presented, which will be compared to
two satellite-based nowcasting algorithms (Sect. 4.5). These methods have been
applied and refined in the EU project DNICast (www.dnicastproject.org) and are
described below.

Meteotest method
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In the nowcasting algorithm developed by the private weather company Meteotest
the cloud detection is based on the MSG/SEVIRI HRV channel (during daytime)
and the channels centred at 1.6µm and 10.8µm [Müller and Remund, 2016]. By
using the Heliosat-2 method [Rigollier et al., 2004] a clearness index CI is derived:

CI = Gh/Gc, (3.2)

with the amount of the clear-sky radiation (Gc) arriving at ground level and the
global horizontal radiation (Gh). Thus, CI has values between 0 and 1. The
conversion of CI to DNI is done following the formulation of Hammer et al.
[2009].
For the calculation of cloud trajectories, the wind vector components U and
V from the mesoscale numerical weather model WRF (www.wrf-model.org) are
used. The wind information is taken at a fixed height of 4000m above sea level
with a temporal resolution of 5 minutes. As a clear-sky model the European Solar
Radiation Atlas ESRA [Rigollier et al., 2000] is applied and the AOD is taken
from an aerosol climatology based on satellite measurements from MODIS and
MISR as well as ground measurements from AERONET [Müller and Remund,
2013].
Also, a post processing is done by comparing onsite measurements of DNI from
the previous hour to all of the DNI values derived from the satellite image of the
previous hour, which are the forecast starting points at horizon zero minutes to
account for biases due to wrong inputs, e.g. aerosol load.

DFD method

The nowcasting algorithm developed by the German Remote Sensing Data Cen-
ter (DFD) at DLR is based on MSG/SEVIRI and the AVHRR Processing scheme
Over cLouds Land and Ocean (APOLLO), which has been adapted to SEVIRI.
The physical properties, i.e. cloud optical thickness, are derived for four groups
called cloud-free, fully cloudy, partially cloudy and snow/ice-contaminated [Saun-
ders and Kriebel, 1988, Kriebel et al., 1989, Gesell, 1989, Kriebel et al., 2003] and
for three layers according to their top temperature (low, medium, high). Further,
each fully cloudy pixel is checked to see whether it is a thick (treated as a water
cloud) or thin (treated as an ice cloud) cloud.
The so-called receptor model looks for the movement of a cloud towards the

power plant using two separate cloud masks - one consists of thin ice phase
clouds, the other of water or mixed phase clouds. It performs the following steps:

1) Remapping pixels in a 29×29 pixel neighbourhood from a latitude-longitude
grid into a x-y kilometer polar coordinate system with the location of in-
terest in the centre
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Figure 3.10: Sectoral approach with a cloud mask (blue, orange, red depending on
cloud height) and cloud-free areas (green) distributed over an area of 150×150 km.

Figure 3.11: Evaluation of all sectors - colour lines show the existence of clouds along
the sector lines. Relevant sectors - with motion vectors towards the plant - are marked
with orange circles.
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2) Performing a low pass filter of the cloud mask to omit small clouds. If there
are less than 5 cloudy pixels in a 5 × 5 pixel area the central pixel is set
from cloudy to cloud-free in the cloud mask

3) Tracking of clouds and cloud gaps moving towards the power plant within
each sector (32 sectors in total, see Fig. 3.10) over 3 time slots of satellite
imagery (Fig. 3.11). By mapping all pixels in the sector onto the central
bisecting line the more detailed structure inside the two-dimensional sector
is reduced to a one-dimensional vector of cloud mask values (cloudy, cloud-
free).

4) Monitoring the cloud movement towards and away from the central pixel.
Only if a sign change is found between all images this sector is used for
a cloud movement vector derivation and a movement vector is calculated
along the bisection line and for each sign change. According to the vector
length, the time of reaching the central pixel is marked in the nowcasting
vector describing the cloud mask situation at the central pixel as evolution
over time.

Four cases are therefore tracked separately: Arrival of a thin cirrus or thick
water/mixed phase cloud and end of such a cloud period. By that a vector of
upcoming thin and thick cloud situations over time is created.
The mean optical thickness from all pixels in a sector is used to calculate the DNI
according to Qu et al. [2016]:

DNI = DNIclearsky ∗KcB, (3.3)

with the clear-sky index for beam horizontal irradiance KcB, which is determined
by

KcB = exp[−F ∗ τcloud/cos(ϑ0)] (3.4)

with F as an empirical factor of 0.5, the cloud optical depth τcloud and sun zenith
angle ϑ0. DNIclearsky is derived by the clear-sky model McClear [Lefevre et al.,
2013].



Chapter 4

Forecast of clouds and DNI with
low resolution MSG/SEVIRI
data

For the optimized operation of concentrating solar power (CSP) systems the
knowledge and prediction of direct normal irradiance (DNI) is essential. For
this, a satellite based forecast algorithm has been developed using low resolu-
tion channels of MSG/SEVIRI. It exploits the methods introduced in the pre-
vious section. First, a more advanced cloud classification is presented that dis-
tinguishes two overlapping classes of clouds (Sect. 4.1). Then, the pixel-based
disparity vector field is determined for both cloud classes (Sect. 4.2.1). Cloud
objects are formed, based on optical thickness, and motion vectors are derived
for these objects (Sect. 4.2.2). After the assignment of motion vectors to cloud-
free areas, clouds are warped to their new position with this motion vector field
(Sect. 4.2.3). Fundamental work to Sect. 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 has been performed
by Möhrlein [2013]. An optical thickness correction is applied for rapidly thin-
ning convective clouds (Sect. 4.2.4) as in case of thin clouds DNI is reduced to a
still usable level. In a last step the DNI is calculated from the optical thickness
(Sect. 4.2.5). For verification purposes the forecasts are compared to observations
from MSG/SEVIRI (Sect. 4.3) illustrated by case studies for different meteorolo-
gical situations (Sect. 4.4). Additionally, a systematic validation with surface DNI
is shown together with a comparison to two satellite-based forecasting methods
(Sect. 4.5). All forecasts are performed with data from the MSG satellite operat-
ing in rapid-scan-mode (located at 9.5◦ East) in order to use the higher repetition
rate. Sect. 4.1 - 4.3 have been published in Sirch et al. [2017].

39
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4.1 Cloud classification

In the following clouds are classified in MSG/SEVIRI images according to two
criteria: The first one considers the cloud top phase and the vertical structure of
clouds (Sect. 4.1.1), the second identifies a type of convective clouds particularly
relevant for our application, dissipating convective clouds with a thinning anvil
(Sect. 4.1.2).

4.1.1 Cloud optical properties

Low level and high level clouds are often observed to move in different direc-
tions at different velocities due to complex wind profiles in the atmosphere. In
order to take this aspect into account, we aim at the separation of low and high
level clouds and the generation of two forecasts, one for low level and one for
high level clouds. However, using APICS and COCS applied to MSG/SEVIRI
satellite data according to Sect. 3.1.2, this is only possible to some extent. A
high ice cloud layer as detected by COCS might occur in the same pixel as a
low level liquid water cloud, which is not detected by COCS. Optical thickness
of the cirrus cloud is then well accounted for by the COCS result, while APICS
provides an approximation of the total optical thickness of the upper ice cloud
and the lower water cloud together. Inaccuracies are due to the fact that cloud
optical thickness is always derived by APICS according to the given cloud top
phase, when the atmospheric column consists of both liquid water and ice this
assumption fails and the resulting optical thickness is only an approximation to
the correct total optical thickness. Furthermore, the ice layer detected by COCS
might be the upper layer of a vertically and optically much thicker cloud like a
Cb (Cumulonimbus). In this case, the total optical thickness of the cloud is most
likely much larger than the COCS maximum value of 2.5, and APICS can much
better capture this aspect since its optical thickness is based on the reflectivity
of the entire atmospheric column.
In general, the discrimination among all these cases and the determination of
optical properties for all cloud layers is challenging using only passive satellite
observations. Several approaches have been proposed, for instance [Joiner et al.,
2010, Gonzalez et al., 2003, Huang et al., 2005, Baum et al., 1995]. In this work,
we want to forecast surface DNI, which becomes one per mill of the original value
for a slant optical thickness of 7. To this end, all liquid water clouds usually
reduce DNI to values far below the range interesting for CSP production due to
their high optical thickness. Thus, accuracy in this range is not crucial. In case
of thin cirrus, however, surface DNI is not zero and the accuracy of the ice cloud
optical thickness is important as CSP is shut down when DNI < 200W/m2 ,
which corresponds to a vertical optical thickness of less than 2.
We exploit the differences between the APICS and COCS results for ice and li-
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Table 4.1: Assignment of cloud optical thickness to two cloud classes called upper
clouds and lower clouds. τAPICS, liq is the APICS optical thickness for clouds with
liquid cloud top phase, τAPICS, ice is the APICS optical thickness for clouds with ice
cloud top phase, τCOCS is the COCS ice optical thickness, τlow is the optical thickness
assigned to the lower clouds, τup is the optical thickness assigned to the upper clouds
[Sirch et al., 2017].

Liquid water cloud, no ice cloud above
τAPICS, liq > 0 ∧ τCOCS = 0 −→ τlow = τAPICS, liq τup = 0

Thin cirrus cloud, no water cloud below
τAPICS, ice ≤ 2.5 ∧ τCOCS > 0 −→ τlow = 0 τup = τCOCS

Thick cirrus cloud, no water cloud below
τAPICS, ice > 2.5 ∧ (τAPICS, ice − τCOCS) ≤ 2.3 −→ τlow = 0 τup = τCOCS

Multi-layer cloud
τAPICS, ice > 2.5 ∧ (τAPICS, ice − τCOCS) > 2.3 −→ τlow = τAPICS, ice τup = τCOCS

quid water optical thickness to define two classes of clouds called upper clouds
and lower clouds. These two cloud classes can overlap. The classification is per-
formed following Table 4.1. Liquid water clouds identified following Sect. 3.1.2 are
assigned to the lower cloud layer and their optical thickness is the APICS optical
thickness. If APICS and COCS indicate a thin ice cloud (τAPICS, ice ≤ 2.5), the
presence of an ice cloud without lower liquid cloud layers is assumed and optical
thickness of COCS is assigned to the upper cloud layer (because COCS is assumed
to be more accurate than APICS for thin cirrus clouds). For a cloud with ice
top and APICS ice optical thickness larger than 2.5, the difference between the
APICS ice optical thickness and the COCS optical thickness is investigated. If
their difference is smaller than 2.3 (τAPICS, ice−τCOCS ≤ 2.3), this is interpreted as
possible deviation between two different methods providing results for the same
cloud. Please notice that if τAPICS, ice is smaller than τCOCS then this condition
is always fulfilled, while an upper limit to τAPICS, ice is set here as τCOCS + 2.3,
i.e τAPICS, ice can be at most approximately twice as large as τCOCS. Even if the
situation of a thin liquid water cloud (included in APICS and not captured by
COCS) cannot be excluded a priori, we assume that this is not the case here
because there is no clear indication for this in the data. Since COCS is sup-
posed to be more accurate than APICS for thin cirrus (and for the sake of a
“consistent” treatment of thin ice clouds in this work) COCS optical thickness
is selected for the upper cloud while the lower cloud optical thickness is set to
zero. The threshold value of 2.3 has been determined empirically based on visual
inspection of false colour composites like the one shown in Fig. 4.1 created by
a combination of two visible channels centred at 600 nm and 800 nm and an in-
frared channel centred at 10.8µm. The principal use of false colour composites is
to aid in human visualisation and interpretation of gray scale events in an image.
In this case the vertical structure of the clouds is suggested by the colours: a
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yellow component is always associated with low (warm) clouds (i.e. a small blue
component for which the inverted IR108 channel is used), while bluish or violet
clouds are produced by low temperatures (i.e. high blue contributions).
When in contrast APICS retrieves an ice optical thickness larger than 2.5 (the
upper limit of COCS) and the difference between APICS and COCS is larger
than 2.3 (τAPICS, ice − τCOCS > 2.3), this difference is assumed to have physical
reasons due to the presence of a lower cloud layer. The situation encountered here
is thus either a thin ice cloud on top of a water cloud, or a vertically extended
cloud with ice, liquid or mixed-phase microphysics below the upper ice layer.
In all cases the cloud is thick enough that DNI at the surface is diminished to
below 10% of its TOA value. The correct optical thickness distribution between
lower and upper cloud cannot be determined. This problem is solved in the fol-
lowing way: The optical thickness of the lower cloud is set to τAPICS, ice and that
of the upper cloud is set to τCOCS. This ensures that the upper cloud is considered
correctly in case of a thin cirrus on top of a low liquid water cloud. Then, when
the upper and the lower clouds are moving in different directions and the sun
can shine through the thin cirrus to the ground, the most appropriate ice cloud
optical thickness is used. A high accuracy of the liquid water optical thickness
cannot be achieved: it would require a retrieval exploiting solar channels with
two cloud layers, a liquid water cloud below and an ice cloud above, i.e. with four
unknown variables, optical thickness and effective radius of both layers, or at
least three unknown variables if the ice cloud optical thickness derived by COCS
using thermal channels is taken for granted and inserted into this imaginary solar
retrieval. However, liquid cloud optical thickness is not important because it is
usually so high that DNI is reduced to zero. This decision provides an arbitrary
ice optical thickness assignment with respect to the upper and lower layers in
the case of a vertically extended, Cb-like cloud. Nevertheless, this is again not
crucial for our application since the cloud usually moves as a whole (i.e. lower
and upper layer continue to overlap) and its total optical thickness is so high that
DNI at the surface is always zero. The case where τAPICS, liq > 0, τAPICS, ice = 0
und τCOCS > 0 cannot occur since it is not foreseen in the cloud top phase mask
described above which builds the starting point of the present classification.
For this classification, the threshold value of 2.3 used above has been determ-
ined empirically based on visual inspection of false colour composites since the
real vertical structure of the clouds and the real optical thickness of the cloud
layers cannot be derived quantitatively from MSG/SEVIRI observations. How-
ever, qualitative indications contained in the false colour composites could be
exploited to provide a reasonable differentiation between one layer and two layer
cloud situations as the yellow component is always associated with low (warm)
clouds, while bluish or violet clouds are produced by high (cold) clouds. The
value of 2.3 ensures that when the COCS optical thickness is close to its upper
limit of 2.5 the APICS optical thickness must be almost twice as large in order
to indicate a multi-layer cloud situation. This classification does not claim to be
exhaustive and could be further optimised e.g. by the use of CALIPSO/CALIOP
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lidar data [Winker et al., 2009]. However, it has the advantage of being com-
putationally fast since it does not require to apply an additional cloud optical
thickness retrieval in the case of multi-layer clouds and enables to take care at
least partially of the cases when a thin ice cloud is found on top of low level
clouds that often move into different directions such that the extrapolation has
the possibility to account for this.
Summarising, the cloud classification presented above provides two possibly over-
lapping cloud layers: the lower cloud layer with an optical thickness between 0
and 100 and the upper cloud layer with an optical thickness between 0.1 and 2.5.
Even if this method is not perfectly accurate, at least, it enables the detection
of liquid water clouds below thin ice clouds and the discrimination between thin
and thick ice clouds with a theoretical positive impact on the accuracy of DNI.
The fact that lower water clouds can be observed simultaneously to ice clouds
represents a great advantage for the tracking of low clouds. It is now possible to
follow such a cloud when it is shaded by the advection of a thin cirrus cloud as
long as the cirrus is thin enough.
For clarification an example is depicted in Fig. 4.1 for 7April 2013. On this day
a frontal zone is crossing the Iberian Peninsula. The different cloud types are
illustrated by a SEVIRI false colour composite (Fig. 4.1 a). The yellow coloured
cloud of the frontal zone consists of low, warm water clouds as shown by the blue
coloured region in the cloud phase mask shown in Fig. 4.1 b. In other regions
these clouds are overlaid by high thin ice clouds (blueish colours in Fig. 4.1 a),
detected as multi-phase clouds in the cloud mask (red color). The green areas in
Fig. 4.1 b denote single-layer ice clouds. Cloud free areas are depicted in white.
Fig. 4.1 c and Fig. 4.1 d show the corresponding optical thickness for the upper
and lower cloud layer derived by COCS and APICS according to the procedure
described above and in Tab. 4.1.

4.1.2 Convective clouds

The focus of the presented forecast method is the accurate prediction of thin ice
clouds since they modulate surface DNI in the relevant range. Often ice clouds
are formed by convection. In contrast to most ice clouds that are mainly char-
acterised by horizontal advection, convective clouds show a strong local vertical
development. While during growth and maturity of convective cells large op-
tical thickness values dominate and DNI at surface is negligible, anvil ice clouds
formed during maturity can live much longer than the thunderstorm cloud itself
during the decaying stage [Byers and Braham, 1948]. Thus, they can lead to
large but isolated cirrus clouds that are indeed interesting for the DNI forecast at
the surface. Considering that convection is stronger and more important at low
latitudes, where the solar power potential is high too, the specific consideration
of decaying convective clouds represents an important aspect.
For this reason, a third class of clouds is defined: we single out mature convect-
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Figure 4.1: (a) False colour composite (VIS006, VIS008, IR_108) for 7 April 2013,
13:15 UTC, for the Iberian Peninsula. (b) The cloud mask for this scene with ice clouds
in green, water clouds in blue, multi-phase clouds in red and cloud free areas in black
and the optical thickness for upper (c) and lower (d) clouds [Sirch et al., 2017].

ive clouds using the stage 3 detection of the Cb-TRAM algorithm as discussed
in Sect. 3.1.4. This classification is independent of the previous classification in
lower and upper cloud layers (Sect. 4.1.1), but due to the nature of the convective
life-cycle Cb-TRAM stage 3 detections turn out to always belong to the upper
cloud layer.

4.2 Forecast algorithm

Once clouds have been classified and cloud optical thickness has been determined
(Sect. 4.1), lower and upper clouds can be considered separately, i.e. two forecasts
are implemented, one for lower and one for upper clouds. This separation is
necessary since motion vectors of low and high clouds differ in most cases because
of the different dynamics in these atmospheric layers. In particular, the wind
speed in the troposphere usually exhibits very strong variations with altitude.
Thus, we proceed in the following way: First, the optical flow method described
in Sect. 3.4 (often referred to as the matcher) is applied separately to lower
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and upper clouds producing two independent “pixel-based” motion vector fields
(Sect. 4.2.1). Second, for reasons that will become evident below, these two
motion vector fields are averaged over specific cloud subsets (Sect. 4.2.2). Finally,
motion vectors are provided for the cloud free areas (Sect. 4.2.3).

4.2.1 Pixel-based motion vectors

In this first stage motion vector fields are derived for the optical thickness of
lower clouds and upper clouds separately. Since convective clouds as defined in
Sect. 4.1.2 are a subset of the upper clouds, they are not mentioned explicitly
here since they do not play any role at this point. Optical thickness of lower
clouds attains values from 0 to 100. For upper clouds the range is [0.1, 2.5]. Note
that in order to avoid edge effects one should match areas larger than the given
region of interest: the area used should be as large as to allow the observations
of all clouds that will enter the region of interest during the time span needed for
the forecast, in this case 120min.
There are two reasons for the use of the optical thickness as input parameter for
the matcher: first, it is the quantity which is needed for the calculation of DNI
(see Sect. 4.2.5). Second, the matcher works best if only objects that are actually
moving are matched against each other - in this case the cloud objects.
Forecasts are produced in forecast steps of ∆tf = 5min up to a forecast horizon
of 120min. First, the disparity vector field −→V A→B between the initial images A
and B separated by a time interval ∆t = 15min is determined by the pyramidal
matcher with N = 3 pyramidal sampling levels (see Sect. 3.4). Accordingly, the
possible “search radius” is given by at least 2(N+2) = 32 pixels, corresponding
to an atmospheric motion of more than 360 km/h at mid-latitudes for the op-
erational MSG/SEVIRI scan mode with 15min repetition time (see also Zinner
et al. [2008]). Then, a disparity vector field −→V 5 min according to the length of the
time step ∆tf = 5min is computed by multiplication of the disparity vector field
−→
V A→B by

d = ∆tf/∆t , (4.1)

i.e. by multiplication with the factor d = 1/3:

−→
V 5 min = d ·

−→
V A→B . (4.2)

The forecast image F5 min for the lead time of 5min is then produced according to
Eq. 3.1 with the corresponding disparity vector field −→V 5 min applied to the later
initial image B:
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F5 min(P ) = B(P −−→V 5 min(P )) for all pixels P . (4.3)

Forecasts with longer lead times can be performed as well. For the next forecast
step of 10min the two-dimensional disparity vector field −→V 5 min = (u5 min, v5 min)
is shifted with itself. Thereby, the components of the motion vector are advected
according to the cloud/air motion:

u5 min,shifted(P ) = u5 min(P −−→V 5 min(P )) (4.4)
v5 min,shifted(P ) = v5 min(P −−→V 5 min(P )) . (4.5)

The shifted disparity vector field−→V 5 min, shifted = (u5 min, shifted, v5 min, shifted) provides
the information about the disparity vector field at the position where the pixels
will be located according to the atmospheric flow after 5min. This vector is then
added to −→V 5 min to produce −→V 10 min

−→
V 10 min(P ) = −→V 5 min(P ) +−→V 5 min(P −−→V 5 min(P )) (4.6)

= −→V 5 min(P ) +−→s (1)(P ) . (4.7)

The first term on the right-hand side represents the displacement during the first
5min, while the second term

−→s (1)(P ) := −→V 5 min(P −−→V 5 min(P )) = −→V 5 min,shifted(P ) (4.8)

describes the displacement during the 5min after the initial 5min time step. The
forecast image F10 min for the lead time of 10min is thus

F10 min(P ) = B(P −−→V 10 min(P )) for all pixels P . (4.9)

The disparity vector field for 15min can be expressed as

−→
V 15 min(P ) = −→V 10 min(P ) +−→s (2)(P −−→s (2)(P )) , (4.10)

where −→s (2)(P ) = −→s (1)(P−−→s (1)(P )) describes the displacement in the 5min after
the first two time steps, i.e. after the initial 10min. This procedure is iterated
for further time steps according to the general formula
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−→
V n·5 min(P ) = −→V (n−1)·5 min(P ) +−→s (n−1)(P −−→s (n−1)(P ))
Fn·5 min(P ) = B(P −−→V n·5 min(P )) , n ≥ 2 , (4.11)

where any −→s (n) is determined recursively as

−→s (n)(P ) = −→s (n−1)(P −−→s (n−1)) (4.12)
−→s (1)(P ) := −→V 5 min(P −−→V 5 min(P )) . (4.13)

Physically, this approach means that the motion vector field −→V 5 min is supposed to
describe the atmospheric flow as it can be determined from the two initial images.
The forecast procedure, Eq. 4.11, follows the atmospheric flow in steps of 5min
by evaluating −→s (n) at the different positions a cloud/air parcel runs through with
time.
To illustrate the result of this forecast procedure we consider the upper cloud

layer from the example in Fig. 4.1. The optical thickness of these clouds is de-
picted in Fig. 4.2 for 13:00UTC (a) and 13:15UTC (c). The disparity vector
field −→V = −→V A→B obtained from these two images is also displayed in Fig. 4.2 c
using small arrows. For clarity only one out of ten vectors is shown. Nonetheless
already this way a very large motion vector variability is visible, especially inside
cloud regions and close to them. The large cloud field in the eastern part of
the Iberian Peninsula is generally shifted towards east or northeast. However,
motion vectors abruptly vary from one pixel to the next. The full motion vector
field is applied to the 13:15UTC image (using Eq. 4.11) to produce a 1 h fore-
cast (Fig. 4.2 d). This forecast shows several deficiencies compared to the real
cloud optical thickness observed at this time (Fig. 4.2 b) for the following reason:
The pyramidal matcher provides a detailed motion field representative only for
changes during a (short) 15min time period. Small scale turbulence and changes
produce a very variable disparity vector field (in direction and absolute value) not
representative for a longer time period. As a consequence, cloud patterns dissolve
into small patches within a short period of time, which does not correspond to
reality as only the average larger scale motions stay stable over longer periods.

4.2.2 Object-based cloud motion vectors

For the reason discussed above, an averaging procedure for the pixel-based cloud
motion vectors is implemented. To this end, neighbouring pixels with similar
cloud characteristics (here optical thickness) are combined to objects. This pro-
cedure is called object classification and is applied separately to upper and lower
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of the forecast of optical thickness for upper clouds for 7
April 2013 (a)+(c) Initial images A (13:00 UTC) and B (13:15UTC) with the cal-
culated pixel-based disparity vector field on top. (b) Upper cloud optical thickness
at 14:15UTC. (d) Pixel-based 1 h forecast (i.e. for 14:15UTC) of upper cloud optical
thickness. (e) Upper cloud optical thickness at 13:15UTC with the calculated object-
based disparity vector field −→V obj on top. (f) Object-based 1 h forecast for 14:15UTC of
upper cloud optical thickness. (g) Upper cloud optical thickness at 13:15UTC with the
calculated object-based disparity vector field on top for cloudy areas −→V obj and cloud
free areas −→V clr. (h) Object-based 1 h forecast for 14:15UTC of upper cloud optical
thickness including cloud-free motion vectors [Sirch et al., 2017].
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Figure 4.3: (Left) Upper cloud layer optical thickness extracted from the lower left
part of Fig. 4.2 c. (Right) Corresponding classification into 39 objects: Pixels with the
same colour belong to the same object [Sirch et al., 2017].

cloud layers since they are forecasted separately. At this step, convective clouds
are treated separately. This averaging procedure removes small-scale variability
which is realistic at the moment of derivation, but makes the forecast unstable.
For upper clouds, first each convective cell (Sect. 3.1.4) is classified as an indi-
vidual object as prerequisite for the application of a specific procedure presented
further down (Sect. 4.2.4). For the remaining part of the upper cloud layer, the
optical thickness range [0.1, 2.5] is divided into eight classes with a bin size of 0.3
to create objects. An example for this object classification is depicted in Fig. 4.3.
The upper cloud layer (left panel in Fig. 4.3), that does not contain any convect-
ive cell in this case, is separated into 39 objects (right panel in Fig. 4.3). Each
object consists of all contiguous pixels belonging to the same of the eight optical
thickness classes. The size of the single objects varies strongly from 1 pixel to
50 pixels or more. For the lower clouds the object classification is performed in
a similar way: optical thickness in the range [0, 100] is divided into 10 intervals
with a width of 10.
Next, a mean motion vector is calculated for each object and this vector is as-
signed to every pixel in the object, i.e. the object will move as a whole during
the forecasting procedure. The forecast image produced this way is called object-
based forecast and an example is shown in Fig. 4.2 e,f for upper clouds. Fig. 4.2 e
shows the upper cloud optical thickness of the 13:15UTC image used to produce
the disparity vector field together with the corresponding object-based disparity
vector field −→V obj on top. Fig. 4.2 f shows the object-based forecast of upper cloud
optical thickness for a lead time of 1 h. One can observe that the object-based
cloud motion vector field is much smoother and points mainly to the east in the
southern part and to the northeast in the northern part. The front position is
well captured by the object-based forecast when compared to the observation.
Comparing the object-based forecast (Fig. 4.2 f) to the pixel-based (Fig. 4.2 d), it
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can be seen that the front line stays much more stable in the object-based forecast
and the isolated cloud to the west (pixel position between 0 and 150 in x and
between 150 and 200 in y) is moving as a whole and compares very well to the
observation. However, e.g. the elongated cloud patches north of Spain (between
pixel 100 and 150 in x and above pixel 200 in y) cannot be forecasted well and
still the edge of the forecasted cloud layer looks too patchy.

4.2.3 Cloud-free background

Figure 4.4: Delaunay triangulation for the x-component of the disparity vector field
for upper clouds (black contours) returning a regular triangular grid of interpolated
values between the clouds [Sirch et al., 2017].

As the motion vectors are derived from cloud optical thickness, the disparity vec-
tor field in the area between the clouds goes to zero (Fig. 4.2 e). In case those
cloud objects move into these regions, they stop. The thin line left of the front
line and the squeezed cloud in the lower left corner (between pixel 50 and 150
in x and between 0 and 100 in y) in Fig. 4.2 f show this effect. This is partially
compensated through the mentioned advection of the disparity vector field be-
fore its use in the forecast. The remaining effect, for forecasts over extended lead
times, is further minimized if the cloud-free areas are filled with sensible motion
estimates.
The disparity vector field is divided into the object field for the clouds −→V obj and
the field −→V clr for the clear-sky areas called background. A weighted triangular
interpolation of the disparity vector field between clouds is applied. A Delaunay
triangulation creates a triangle mesh for interpolation between single cloud object
related vectors returning a regular grid of interpolated values. Delaunay triangu-
lations avoid sliver triangles by maximizing the minimum angle of all the angles
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in the triangulation. Therefore, a relatively uniform field can be created. Values
inside the triangles issue from a smooth quintic interpolation of the wind field.
The method used for the triangulation is the divide-and-conquer algorithm from
Lee and Schachter [1980].
In Figure 4.4 a weighted interpolation for the x-component of the disparity vec-
tor field is shown. In cloudy areas (black contour) the derived disparity vector
field is used, while the interpolated values for the background field are calculated
between the clouds (triangular shape). For forecast applications the values of the
background field are limited to a range between -25 and 25 to avoid high gradi-
ents. The resulting disparity vector field (Fig. 4.2 g) is significantly smoother
than before (Fig. 4.2 c).

4.2.4 Optical thickness correction for quickly thinning con-
vective clouds

Figure 4.5: Domain used for the classification of decaying cells and for the validation
presented in Sect. 4.3 (red square), from Sirch et al. [2017].

The pyramidal matcher (Sect. 3.4) can only predict the movement of the features
in the images, i.e. rearrangement of values including divergence and convergence,
but cannot create values in a given local area which could not be found, roughly
speaking, within the “search radius” defined by the typical local wind/disparity
vector (apart from the bilinear interpolation implemented in Eq. 3.1). That
means local development of values of optical thickness is very limited in our case
since the matcher is rather thought to detect object displacement and distortion.
Neither in-situ formation of cirrus clouds, which are particularly important for
DNI, nor the time and place of convective initiation can be predicted. Once a
cloud is observed its future evolution can be forecasted by continuation of the
observed development: e.g. an increase in optical thickness in a cloud patch
can be forecasted through disparity vectors, as far as it can be represented by
pure growth of areas with values of optical thickness present in the source image.
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Values larger than the ones found in the local surrounding around the cloud patch
in the source image cannot be provided in the forecast.
As mentioned before, the decaying stage of convective cells is of much interest for
the purpose of DNI forecasting as thinning cirrus might allow an earlier recovery
to DNI levels useful for CSP production (usually DNI > 200Wm−2). In contrast
to the growing stage where, by no means, a nowcast of convective cell positions
for the future two hours is possible, for the decaying stage at least some useable
initial information on the convective cloud is available. It was found that in this
particular case, when convective cells start to decay, leaving behind a thinning
anvil cirrus layer, the temporal evolution of the cloud optical thickness can be
reasonably well forecasted or at least improved with respect to the output of the
matcher.

Figure 4.6: Distribution of the change in ice optical thickness in relation to the
divergence with blue crosses denoting the decaying cells and red for the not decaying
cells [Sirch et al., 2017].

To this end, quickly thinning convective clouds are first identified in satellite
data and the successive evolution of their optical thickness, as far as it can be
forecasted through disparity vectors, is then corrected to follow typical temporal
patterns. Both the identification of these clouds and the determination of typical
values for the temporal evolution have been developed based on 300 cells detected
by Cb-TRAM (stage 3, mature cells, according to the classification presented in
Sect. 4.1.2). They have been investigated manually in an area covering Central
and Southern Europe including the western part of Mediterranean Africa with a
size of 1050×600 pixels (Fig. 4.5) and for the time period April-June 2013. Cells
were classified as decaying cells in cases where a decrease in optical thickness and
a convergence of the anvil could be observed for the next time steps (temporal
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Figure 4.7: Distribution of the decrease factor ∆τ/∆τinitial used to approximate the
optical thickness decrease of a decaying cell (see text for details) for the 70 observed
decaying cells for a forecast of 15min (left) and 45min (right), from Sirch et al. [2017].

resolution 15min). The “divergence” div (−→V ) is derived from the motion vector
field −→V = (u, v) for each pixel:

div(−→V ) = (uright − uleft) + (vabove − vbelow) (4.14)

with the motion vector components (u and v) of the four neighbouring pixels
above, below, right and left of the pixel under investigation: a positive value
denotes a divergence, while a negative value indicates a convergence.
Figure 4.6 shows the distribution of the change in upper cloud layer optical thick-
ness from one time step to the next averaged over an entire convective cell in
relation to the average divergence of the given cell. The blue crosses denote cells
which were found to be in decaying stage by eye and red ones for non-decaying
cells. Obviously most blue crosses concentrate in a region with divergence smal-
ler than -0.1 (horizontal line) and below a change in optical thickness of -0.01
(vertical line). As only a few red crosses for the apparently non-decaying cells
lie in this area, these object averaged parameters can be used in an automated
procedure for identification of quickly thinning upper clouds:

• mean change in optical thickness from one time to the next is smaller than
-0.01;

• mean divergence div (Eq. 4.14) of the motion vector field is smaller than
-0.1.

Thus, a decrease in optical thickness and a slight converging movement indicate
a decaying cell.
To determine a typical correction term for the temporal evolution of upper cloud
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optical thickness after the decaying phase has started, the subset of all 70 decaying
cells has been investigated closer. An empirical modification derived from them
is imposed onto the optical thickness of the convective objects forecasted through
the disparity vectors. Before the application of disparity vectors as described in
Sect. 4.2.2, optical thickness τ(P ) of each pixel P inside the convective object is
decreased by f ∗∆τ . f is the number of time steps after the forecast starts and
∆τ is an empirical average optical thickness step found using the mentioned 70
cases:

τcorr(P ) = τ(P ) + ∆τ ∗ f . (4.15)

On its turn, the typical step ∆τ is parameterised as a function of the observed
mean optical thickness decrease ∆τinitial of the convective object’s optical thick-
ness between the two initial images.
This information ∆τinitial is selected because it depends on the convective cell

Figure 4.8: Upper cloud optical thickness for 9 June 2013, 17:00UTC, for the real
situation (middle) compared to the object-based forecast for 30min (left) and the fore-
cast with optical thickness correction (right), from Sirch et al. [2017].

under observation and because it is representative to the given atmospheric and
physical conditions encountered. For application within the forecast procedure,
the occurrence of∆τ/∆τinitial in the range [0, 1] in bins of size 0.1 is investigated
and shown in Figure 4.7 for a forecast of 15min (left) and 45min (right), where
∆τ is the mean observed cell optical thickness decrease. It turns out that the
mean initial optical thickness decrease of the convective cell is the strongest one
and that the most typical decrease corresponds to half this value for all forecast
lead times up to 1 h. Therefore, forecasts for all decaying cells are implemented
using a decrease ∆τ = 0.5 ∗∆τinitial in Eq. 4.15. This method is not reasonable
for a forecast of more than one hour for the following reasons: 1) the remnants of
the cells merge with other clouds and are not detectable anymore; 2) the forecast
and the observation of the cell differ strongly in shape, size and position. Thus,
for a forecast of more than 1 h no further decrease in optical thickness is applied.
One example of a decaying cell is shown in Fig. 4.8. The object-based forecast
for 30min without optical thickness correction (left) predicts a larger ice op-
tical thickness for the cell than it is in reality (middle). Fig. 4.8 (right) depicts
the effect of the optical thickness correction. The upper cloud optical thickness
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predicted by application of this optical thickness correction is lower and more
realistic than for the original forecast (left).

4.2.5 DNI parameterisation

As mentioned in Sect. 2.7 DNI computed in this work considers only photons
coming from the Sun that do not interact with the atmosphere (see the “strict
definition” of DNI for numerical modeling of radiative transfer in Blanc et al.
[2014]). In particular, neither circumsolar radiation nor 3-D radiative effects are
taken into account. Thus,

DNI =
∫
E0(λ) ∗ exp(−τ(λ)/ cos(ϑ0)) dλ , (4.16)

according to Lambert-Beer’s law (Sect. 2.2.4). Here, the integral over wavelength
λ extends over the entire solar spectrum, E0(λ) represents the incoming solar
radiation spectrum at top of atmosphere, ϑ0 the solar zenith angle and τ(λ) the
optical thickness of the atmosphere, including clouds, aerosols and (trace) gases.
Eq. 4.16 shows again that DNI only depends on the optical thickness of the
atmosphere and solar zenith angle ϑ0. However, integration must consider the
spectral dependency of all atmospheric constituents (gases, aerosol and clouds).
As far as gas absorption is concerned, water vapour is the main contributor, while
other trace gases play a minor role. In particular, ozone variability influences
irradiance at the surface by « 1% [Lohmann, 2006]. Nevertheless, water vapour
absorption takes places in well-defined spectral intervals with a given intensity
that must be considered when Eq. 4.16 is applied. In radiative transfer, methods
like correlated-k [Lacis and Oinas, 1991] are usually deployed to this end.
Various aerosol types are present in the atmosphere, but desert dust is the most
abundant constituent by mass. The information about aerosol type and optical
thickness is not available from MSG/SEVIRI data in our context, thus it must
be obtained from other sources, unless either a “standard” aerosol mixture with
a typical optical thickness is used or the aerosol is neglected. Furthermore, the
spectral dependence of optical thickness varies from aerosol type to aerosol type,
even when the material is the same (aerosol shape can vary), making it difficult
to account for it.
For clouds, the spectral dependence of optical thickness can be assumed as known
for liquid water cloud (Mie theory can be used here), although this cloud type is
usually not very relevant for DNI. For ice clouds, optical properties depend on
ice crystal shape and various parameterisations are commonly used, e.g. Baran
[2004], Baum et al. [2005, 2011]. Thus, in general the application of Eq. 4.16
requires the use of a radiative transfer model. For our application, however,
where a large amount of pixels (∼ 375000 per image [Sirch et al., 2017]) should
be evaluated, both in the observation as well as in the forecast (usually in 5min
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steps for a forecast horizon of 2 h or even longer), we decided to parameterise
Eq. 4.16 in order to speed up the computations. Thus, we write Eq. 4.16 as

DNI = E0 ∗ Tbb(τaer,550, τgas,550, τcld,550, ϑ0) (4.17)

with the broadband solar constant E0 =
∫
E0(λ)dλ (Sect. 2.6). Tbb represents

the broadband transmission from TOA to the surface as a function of the aerosol
optical thickness at 550 nm τaer,550, the gas optical thickness at 550 nm τgas,550,
and the cloud optical thickness at 550 nm τcld,550. The dependence of transmission
on solar zenith angle ϑ0 is also indicated. The function Tbb is further expressed
as the product of three transmissions for the three constituents (please note that
strictly speaking this is only true for a single wavelength):

Tbb = Tbb,aer(τaer,550, ϑ0) ∗ Tbb,gas(τgas,550, ϑ0) ∗ Tbb,cld(τcld,550, ϑ0) (4.18)

and every transmission function is further expressed as an exponential function,
mimicking Lambert-Beer’s law

Tbb,aer(τaer,550, ϑ0) = exp(−gaer(τaer,550, ϑ0) (4.19)
Tbb,gas(τgas,550, ϑ0) = exp(−ggas(τgas,550, ϑ0) (4.20)
Tbb,cld(τcld,550, ϑ0) = exp(−gcld(τcld,550, ϑ0) . (4.21)

The functions gaer, ggas and gcld are tabulated by means of radiative transfer
calculations with the radiative transfer model libRadtran [Mayer and Kylling,
2005, Emde et al., 2016]. Gas absorption is considered using the correlated-k ap-
proach by Kato et al. [1999] using the standard mid-latitude water vapour profile
from Anderson et al. [1986] and varying the total precipitable water from 1 to 98
kgm−2. Dependence on solar zenith angle is accounted for from ϑ0 = 0◦ up to
ϑ0 = 80◦ with the sdisort [Dahlback and Stamnes, 1991] pseudospherical disort
code. In order to account for high solar zenith angles, where DNI is still remark-
ably high but the usual plane parallel assumption fails, we avoided the usage of
the cos(ϑ0) term in Eq. 4.17. For aerosol, we selected the maritime clean aerosol
type and varied the optical thickness at 550 nm from 0 to 3.8. The aerosol op-
tical thickness at 550 nm τaer,550 is available by the AERONET (AErosol RObotic
NETwork) program at selected sites, in particular at the PSA (see Sect. 2.5).
However, for the investigation of DNI over large areas, see Sect. 4.3, a single
value of τaer,550 for the whole domain is assumed. For clouds, we only considered
ice clouds according to Baum et al. [2011]. Thus, with these tables it is sufficient
to read the input parameter and, using linear interpolation, apply Eq. 4.17 to
estimate (observed and forecasted) DNI directly after the determination of cloud
optical thickness (Sect. 4.1) without any call to the (external) radiative transfer
model.
The PSA is located at an altitude of ∼ 500m above sea level. Therefore, the
atmospheric column above the station is thinner than above a station at sea
level resulting into a reduced optical thickness of the atmosphere τg. In order to
take this into account LUTs with libRadtran have been calculated. Input data
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are total optical thickness of the atmosphere, total column water vapour from
ECMWF, a mid-latitude standard atmosphere and the altitude of the station.
Fig. 4.9 depicts the total cloud optical thickness provided by adding up lower and
upper layer’s values (left) for the same scene as in Fig. 4.2 and the computed
DNI (right). The values range from 0W/m2 for areas with thick clouds (black)
to around 900W/m2 for cloud free areas. Thin clouds reduce the DNI according
to Eq. 4.17 as can be seen in the lower right corner.

Figure 4.9: Optical thickness for upper and lower clouds together for 7 April 2013,
13:15UTC (left) and the calculated direct normal irradiance in W/m2 (right), from
Sirch et al. [2017].

4.3 Cloud forecast verification

For a validation of cloud and DNI forecasts, two time periods, 4.3.2013 – 31.3.2013
and 1.7.2013 – 31.7.2013, were examined. These two months were chosen due to
the appearance of different cloud types. The domain considered is the central
part (marked in red) of the area investigated in Sect. 4.2.4 with a size of 751×501
pixels (Fig. 4.5). For March primarily advective clouds are present in this domain
with an increasing amount of convective clouds in July. During daytime (solar
zenith angle less than 80◦) a forecast is started each full hour with a forecast
horizon of 2 h and a temporal resolution of 5min. Forecasts are compared to
observations from MSG/SEVIRI. They represent the best result that a forecast
algorithm based on such data can achieve. However, this is not an absolute
validation of cloud cover and DNI, but takes into account that the forecast can
only be as good as the input quantities are.

4.3.1 Cloud masks

In order to quantitatively assess the performance of the forecast algorithm, we
evaluate the capability of the algorithm to predict clouds and cloud-free pixels by
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Table 4.2: Contingency table.

Observation
Scenario Cloudy Cloud-free Total

Forecast Cloudy a b a+b
Cloud free c d c+d

Total a+c b+d N=a+b+c+d

Figure 4.10: Illustration of the elements of the contingency table for upper (left) and
lower (right) clouds with regard to the 1 h forecast for 7 April 2013, 14:15UTC: hits in
red, false alarms (fa) in blue, misses in green and correct negatives (cn) in white [Sirch
et al., 2017].

examining the errors of the forecast cloud masks against observed cloud masks
from MSG/SEVIRI. Observations and forecasts are connected through the con-
tingency table (Table 4.2). Its four elements are the hits a, misses c, false alarms
b and correct negative events d. Hits represent the number of pixels that are
correctly forecasted as cloudy. Misses are the number of pixels that have been
falsely predicted as cloud free although the observation is cloudy. False alarms
are the number of pixels that are falsely predicted as cloudy although observa-
tions classify them as cloud free. Correct negatives are the number of pixels that
are correctly forecasted as cloud free. Fig. 4.10 shows the four elements (hits in
red, false alarms (fa) in green, misses in blue and correct negatives (cn) in white)
for upper (left) and lower (right) cloud layers. Errors, especially for lower clouds,
mainly occur at cloud edges or due to new developments or dissipating clouds.
The calculated parameters of the contingency table for all start times are averaged
for every forecast time step up to 2 h (see beginning of Sect. 4.3 for the illustra-
tion of the forecast data set evaluated here). In Fig. 4.11 (left) the forecast errors
(misses plus false alarms) for March (triangles) and July (crosses) are shown in
percent with respect to the total number of pixels in the scene for upper (red)
and lower (blue) clouds. For the upper cloud layer (but not for the lower clouds,
see below) errors for persistence (the cloud distribution at the forecast starting
point is assumed to stay unchanged) are plotted for comparison. This compar-
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ison illustrates the benefit of the developed forecast algorithm. Forecasts errors
are significantly lower compared to persistence with the smallest values for the
5min forecasts (errors below 5% for upper cloud layer). At this time, persistence
is still close to the observation, because clouds change only slightly during this
time step. Afterwards, forecast errors increase smoothly with every time step to
a maximum after 2 h. The difference between persistence and forecast increases
also with time. For instance, for the upper cloud layer errors reached by persist-
ence after about 1 h are reached by the forecast only after 2 h for March and July.
Compared to persistence, the forecast at least doubles the lead time at a certain
quality level. Most noticeable are the differences between the two cloud layers.
The performance of the algorithm for the upper clouds shows much better results
than for lower clouds. The reasons are: 1) the difficulty of a retrieval for lower
clouds below thick upper clouds, which leads to errors in the forecast when not
all clouds are detected in the initial images, a low cloud layer disappears below a
high one, or low clouds evolve into high clouds. 2) larger small scale variability
for lower clouds, which cannot be resolved by SEVIRI [Wolters et al., 2010, Koren
et al., 2008]. 3) sub-pixel inhomogeneity, i.e. broken cumulus cloud fields and
rapidly changing small-scale convective cloud fields with very short time scales
but low advection speeds [Bley et al., 2016]. 4) formation of new lower clouds
that cannot be forecasted.
Errors are smaller in July compared to March, because of the low cloud cover
of 22.1% on average (62.7% in March) during this month (errors are relative to
satellite scene size). For water clouds, detection and forecast are hindered by the
presence of upper clouds such that even a correct forecast might be incorrectly
classified. Thus, it is difficult to assess the real accuracy of water cloud fore-
casts. For this reason, persistence for water clouds has not been evaluated. In

Figure 4.11: (a) Forecast errors (misses plus false alarms) and (b) the Hanssen-Kuiper
skill score for March (triangles) and July (crosses) in percent for upper (red) and lower
(blue) cloud layers and persistence for upper clouds (black), from Sirch et al. [2017].

addition to the evaluation of the errors as shown above, we apply the Hanssen-
Kuiper (HK) skill score [Hanssen and Kuipers, 1965] to our data set. This score
has been widely used for the evaluation of meteorological fields since many years
[Woodcock, 1976]. It has been applied in particular to precipitation forecasts [e.g.
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Stephenson, 2000, Accadia et al., 2003, Tartaglione, 2010, Gsella et al., 2014, Fekri
and Yau, 2016] against observations but also to cloud retrieval algorithms [Reuter
et al., 2009, Bugliaro et al., 2011, Reuter and Fischer, 2014].
The Hanssen-Kuiper skill score (henceforth referred to asHK), also called Hanssen-
Kuiper discriminant, Peirce skill score [Peirce, 1884], or true skill score [Flueck,
1987], combines the four elements of the contingency table (Table 4.2) in the
following way:

HK = ad− bc
(a+ c)(b+ d)

= a

a+ c
+ d

b+ d
− 1 (4.22)

= a

a+ c
− b

b+ d
. (4.23)

It can be expressed as the sum of the accuracy for events, i.e. the accuracy of
forecasted clouds, (first term in Eq. 4.22, a

a+c , also called hit rate, H, or prob-
ability of detection, POD) and the accuracy for non-events, i.e. the accuracy of
forecasted cloud-free pixels, (second term in Eq. 4.22, d

b+d). The subtraction of
1 in the end ensures that −1 < HK < 1. The HK can also be expressed as
the difference between the hit rate H = a

a+c (first term in Eq. 4.23) and the false
alarm rate, F = b

b+d , or probability of false detection, PODF , (second term in
Eq. 4.23). Thus, HK is a measure of the hit rate relative to the false alarm rate
and remains positive as long as H is larger than F , i.e. indicates the ability of
the forecast algorithm to produce correct cloud forecasts as well as to avoid false
alarms.
A skill score of 1 denotes a perfect match (all detected clouds have been fore-
casted, misses c and false alarms b are zero), a score equal to -1 is related to a
forecast not matching at all (hits a and correct negatives d are zero). Negative
values are related to “inverse” forecasts and could be turned into positive values
by interchanging forecasted events and non-events. A score of 0 is produced, e.g.
by a forecast of a fully cloudy or fully cloud-free scene, or by a “random” forecast,
i.e. when H and F are equal. In this sense, the HK represents the accuracy of
the forecast in predicting the correct category with respect to the ability of a
random selection. Furthermore, HK is independent of the relative frequency of
the observations and also works with asymmetrical distributions, i.e. when more
cloudy than cloud-free pixels are present or vice versa. This is an important
feature of this skill score since different geographical areas, different seasons and
different times of the day are characterised by different cloud amounts that can
vary considerably. In fact, if the cloud cover is low, i.e. if clear-sky cover (b+ d)
is large (a + c� b + d), it is easy to correctly forecast (d) the largest part of it,
as errors can only arise from small edge areas of small cloud cover (the forecast
procedure does not account for cloud formation but rather shifts and modifies
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the shape of existing clouds). Thus, the second term in Eq. 4.22 is large, i.e.
the second term in Eq. 4.23 is small (few false alarms). This tendency to large
HK score contributions due to high non-event accuracy (high accuracy of cloud
free pixels) is balanced by the first term of the HK skill score both in Eq. 4.22
and Eq. 4.23. There the same error potential (misplaced cloud edges) leads to
large cloud errors (a) compared to the small cloud cover (a + b). A low score
contribution from events, i.e. a low hit rate, is the result. This way the direct
effect of cloud cover on the skill score is minimised.
The resulting Hanssen-Kuiper (HK) skill score (Fig. 4.11, right) has been determ-
ined for upper (red) and lower (blue) clouds for both months with high values
above 0.9 for the first time steps except for lower clouds in March (0.8) and a de-
crease to 0.6-0.7 after 2 h. As shown before the forecasts for upper clouds perform
better than for lower clouds. The HK skill score for persistence for the upper
clouds (black lines) is significantly lower than the respective forecasts (red lines)
especially for July (black triangles vs. red triangles). Here, persistence already
shows a lower skill for a 5min forecast. This is mainly due to the lower hit rate
of the persistence method with respect to the forecast in a situation where few
clouds are present in the area under study (July has low cloud cover, see above):
already a small displacement of the clouds can lead to significantly lower hit rates
H in this situation (see discussion of the HK presented above). Differences of the
accuracy of persistence for upper clouds between March and July are evident: the
two black lines in Fig. 4.11 (right) diverge with time, a hint that upper clouds
forecasts for July are more difficult than for March due to the predominately
convective nature of clouds in July and to the inability of the matcher to forecast
convective initiation and phase transition from liquid to solid during the convect-
ive process. However, the red curves in Fig. 4.11 (right) show that the HK skill
score of the upper cloud forecast becomes lower for July than for March for lead
times larger than 40min. The faster score decrease in July is due to the newly
developing convective clouds for which the forecast becomes inaccurate within a
short period of time. The resulting larger cloud errors lead to lower values for
July in the first term in Eq. 4.22 while the second term shows constantly high
values due to the low cloud cover. The higher values in July for the first 40min in
the HK skill score originate from the score contributions due to high cloud-free
pixels (non-events) accuracy (first term in Eq. 4.22). Nevertheless, the benefit in
skill of the forecast compared to persistence can again be expressed as more than
a doubling of lead times for a given score level.
For the lower cloud layer (blue curves in Fig. 4.11, right) the performance is bet-
ter in July (blue triangles) than in March (blue crosses). This arises from the
combination of: 1) a higher hit rate in March than in July, due to the larger
lower cloud extent in March than in July and to the usually larger lower cloud
sizes in March than in July (think of the frequent appearance of scattered cumuli
in July) that makes it easier to forecast lower clouds in March, and 2) a higher
false alarm rate in March than in July mainly due to the higher upper cloud
coverage in March and the associated lower detection accuracy of lower clouds.
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The second effect outweighs the first one such that lower cloud forecasts in July
are more accurate than in March.

4.3.2 Cloud optical thickness

In order to test the performance of the algorithm with regard to the optical thick-
ness a comparison of the forecasted optical thickness with the optical thickness
observed from MSG/SEVIRI is done via a two-dimensional histogram separated
into upper (Fig. 4.12) and lower cloud layers (Fig. 4.13). The colourbar denotes
the total number of occurrences. We selected the forecast starting at 13:00UTC
on each day in March (Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.13 a,b,c) and July (Fig. 4.12 and
Fig. 4.13 d,e,f) and compared forecast steps with the actual SEVIRI data meas-
ured. Comparisons of optical thickness for a 15min, 1 h, and 2 h forecast with
observed optical thickness are shown separately in Fig. 4.12 for the higher and in
Fig. 4.13 for the lower cloud layer.
For the upper cloud layer, the algorithm shows an overall good performance with
only small differences for most of the pixels for the 15min forecast (Fig. 4.12 a,d)
and an increase of spread for the 1 h forecast (Fig. 4.12 b,e) and 2 h forecast
(Fig. 4.12 c,f), which is illustrated by the 90% percentile (white contour line).
The fact that the COCS algorithm produces results of either 0 or the range
[0.1− 2.5] creates the narrow line without values between 0 and 0.1. Larger de-
viations mainly occur for observed or forecasted optical thickness equal to zero,
where clouds have been forecasted but not observed and vice versa (false alarms
and misses). Remarkable is the existence of two maxima in good agreement for
small optical thickness around 0.25 and large values around 1.5. These reflect
the essentially two types of high clouds mostly occurring: thin cirrus clouds and
optical thick upper parts of deep clouds. The corresponding correlation coeffi-
cients are also shown and they confirm the good performance of the algorithm
with high values over 0.9 for the upper clouds for the first forecast time steps.
In analogy to the analysis of the HK skill score, the correlation coefficients show
higher values in March than in July, in particular for later time steps. This is
most likely a consequence of the high frequency of convective clouds in July.
For the lower cloud layer (Fig. 4.13) the distribution is broader, due to the men-
tioned limitations of detection of lower clouds below higher ones. This is partic-
ularly true for March (Fig. 4.13 a,b,c) and obvious in the mismatch for observed
optical thickness at the largest values of optical thickness (forecasted and ob-
served optical thickness of 100). This seems to be more difficult for March than
for July, most likely because of multi-layered clouds around frontal systems. The
corresponding correlation coefficients show high values above 0.74 for the first
time steps despite the lack in skill for cloud detection of lower clouds. Its deteri-
orating influence is apparent in the sharp decrease of the correlation coefficients
for the 1 h and 2 h forecast.
To judge the quality of the forecast algorithm, histograms of the persistence
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method for the upper cloud layer are shown in Fig. 4.14. Compared to fore-
casts in Figure 4.12, deviation distributions are much broader and correlation
coefficients significantly lower.

Figure 4.12: 2D histogram of the forecasted optical thickness of the upper cloud
layer compared to the real optical thickness with forecasts starting at 13:00 UTC every
day: for a 15min forecast (a) 1 h forecast (b) and 2 h forecast (c) in March and July
respectively (d,e,f). Colours denote the total number of occurrences. The number in
the upper left corner of all images is the correlation coefficient. The white contour line
denotes the 90% percentile, [Sirch et al., 2017].

4.3.3 Direct Normal Irradiance

Fig. 4.15 illustrates the comparison of forecasted and observed Direct Normal
Irradiance (DNI, Sect. 4.2.5) analogous to Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.13. DNI was
calculated according to Eq. 4.17 with total cloud optical thickness from both
cloud layers, aerosol and the atmosphere. Two maxima can be observed: 1) for
low DNI in case of thick clouds and 2) for high DNI around 800W/m2 for March
(Fig. 4.15 a,b,c) and 900W/m2 for July (Fig. 4.15 d,e,f) for cloud-free cases with
varying solar zenith angle. In analogy to the comparison of optical thickness,
high deviations arise from cloud cover false alarms and misses and because of
the difficulties of detecting multi-layer clouds. Remarkable is the sharply defined
region at high DNI values (> 600 W/m2) showing a clear deficit of cases close
to the 1:1 line. This is due to the fact that COCS does not provide measured
values of optical thickness below 0.1. Thus large DNI values are missing in the
“observation”, while the forecast can produce these optical thickness and DNI
values.
The correlation coefficients for DNI are mostly higher than the values of both
cloud types, especially for long forecasts, with lower values in July. This is due to
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Figure 4.13: 2D histogram of the forecasted optical thickness for the lower cloud
layer compared to the real optical thickness with forecasts starting at 13:00 UTC every
day: for a 15min forecast (a), 1 h forecast (b) and 2 h forecast (c) in March and July
respectively (d,e,f). Colours denote the total number of occurrences. The number in
the upper left corner of all images is the correlation coefficient. The white contour line
denotes the 90% percentile [Sirch et al., 2017].

Figure 4.14: 2D histogram of the observed optical thickness of the upper cloud layer
compared to the persistence optical thickness for a time difference of 15min (a), 1 h (b)
and 2 h (c) in March and July respectively (d,e,f). Colours denote the total number of
occurrences. The white contour line denotes the 90% percentile [Sirch et al., 2017].

the fact that forecasts are better for cloud areas with small optical thickness values
than for optically thick clouds. Derivation of DNI emphasizes the relevance of
these thin clouds for DNI predictions, while errors in the forecast of thick opaque
clouds (e.g. new convective developments) are less detrimental.
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Figure 4.15: 2D histogram of the forecasted DNI compared to the observed DNI with
forecasts starting at 13:00 UTC every day: for a 15min forecast (a), 1 h forecast (b)
and 2 h forecast (c) in March and July respectively (d,e,f). Colours denote the total
number of occurrences [Sirch et al., 2017].

4.4 Case studies

In order to illustrate the performance but also the limitations of the forecast
algorithm case studies for different meteorological situations are shown in this
chapter and the derived DNI is compared to ground-based DNI measurements by
pyrheliometers (Sect. 3.3) for these cases. Thus, an advective and two convective
cases, differing in cloud size and variability, have been selected.
In all case studies the time interval ∆t between the initial images is 15min and the
forecast is performed with a temporal resolution of 5min. Aerosol load and total
column water vapor, which are required to calculate the DNI (Sect. 4.2.5), are
derived by AERONET and ECMWF, respectively. To enable a correct compar-
ison a collocation of the cloud position as observed by the satellite and by surface
measurements is necessary. For this, a parallax correction has to be applied to
the satellite images, which is presented in the following section.

4.4.1 Parallax correction

In satellite applications parallax is the apparent shift in an object’s position, i.e.
clouds and its shadow, as a result of viewing angle and sun geometry. Thus,
this effect increases with increasing distance to the sub-satellite point and cloud
height. Due to sun and satellite geometry the real location of a cloud above
ground and its shadow is not consistent with the view of the satellite. To correct
this error an exact knowledge of the position of the satellite, the cloud boundaries
and the sun as well as the geographical location of the measuring instrument on
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Figure 4.16: Illustration of the parallax displacement by satellites (left) and the sun
(right). High clouds are displaced further than low clouds.

the earth is required.
Fig. 4.16 (left) illustrates the parallax displacement ∆y in north-south direction -
positive values to the north - for a high and low cloud and the dependency of ∆y
on cloud height and distance to sub-satellite point. For higher clouds the distance
between the actual cloud position above the ground and the position observed
by the satellite is larger. For this, a preferably accurate knowledge of the cloud
base height (CBH) and cloud top height (CTH) is necessary - a challenging task
as no exact two-dimensional measurement is available. In order to calculate the
parallax displacement ∆x in east-west direction - positive values to the east - also
cloud height and distance to sub-satellite point must be known. By combining
the displacements ∆x and ∆y the position of the cloud above ground is determ-
ined.
To take into account the parallax displacement due to sun position an exact
knowledge of the sun geometry throughout the day as well as the cloud height is
required. Fig. 4.16 (right) shows the displacements ∆y for a high and low cloud
for a solar zenith angle. In this case the shadow of the high cloud reduces the
irradiance at the location of the measuring instrument, whereas the shadow of
the low cloud is located further south. Thus, the displacements ∆y and ∆x are
dependent on cloud height, geometrical thickness and solar geometry (zenith and
azimuth angle). By applying the parallax correction due to sun and satellite geo-
metry the clouds between sun and measuring instrument are determined and the
attenuation of DNI caused by these clouds can be calculated from their optical
thickness.
A prerequisite for the exact calculation of the parallax correction is, as mentioned,
the knowledge of CTH and CBH. For ice clouds CTH is derived by COCS, though
no information about CBH is available. To derive CBH ceilometer data are used,
which are available for the PSA, but they are only useful for ice clouds above
the station. As the parallax displacement can exhibit values of 20 km (or more
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in case of high solar zenith angles) also clouds in a large distance from the PSA
may have influence on the incoming radiation. For these clouds a geometrical
thickness of 2 km is approximated according to typical spatial extensions of ice
clouds [Sassen and Campbell, 2001, Mace et al., 2001, Nazaryan et al., 2008] and
CBH is calculated by CBH = CTH − 2 km.
In case of water clouds the CTH is derived by using the brightness temperature
Tb (Sect. 2.2.5) of the SEVIRI channel centred at 10.8µm. Tb is compared to
the temperature profile of a mid-latitude standard atmosphere [Anderson et al.,
1986] to obtain CTH. For the CBH of water clouds again ceilometer data are
used, if available. Otherwise a CBH of 2 km is approximated, a typical value for
the height of the atmospheric boundary layer (according to ceilometer data) and
thus a minimum for CBH as no clouds can form in the boundary layer due to the
strong mixing. In case of multi-layer clouds, a continuous cloud is assumed and
a separation of cloud layers is not considered. CTH is derived by COCS and for
CBH the method used for water clouds is applied.
After applying the parallax correction the DNI is calculated according to Sect. 4.2.5
using the total cloud optical thickness. Therefore, no separation into upper and
lower clouds is necessary, but can be performed if required.

4.4.2 24 June 2014

Predicting large temporal changes in radiation, e.g. due to cloud advection, is es-
sential for an optimized operation of CSP systems. The exact time for shut-down
and start-up processes maximizes electricity production, thus reducing operation
costs, and prohibits possible damages to the collectors. As the change in radiation
from maximum value (cloud free) to zero and vice versa can take place within
minutes or less in case of sharp cloud edges a most accurate determination of
these times is required.
On 24 June 2014 convective clouds develop during the afternoon. Between 13:30
UTC and 14:00 UTC a large cumulus cloud with a cloud base height of ∼2 km
according to ceilometer data is crossing the PSA eastwards reducing the incom-
ing DNI from more than 900W/m2 to ∼ 0W/m2 within two minutes and vice
versa half an hour later. In between the DNI is variable due to the varying op-
tical thickness of the cloud. The false color composite (VIS006, VIS008, HRV,
IR_108) in Fig. 4.17 a shows the area around the PSA (red star) and the above-
mentioned cloud (yellowish cloud in the center) at 13:30 UTC together with the
corresponding camera image for this time (Fig. 4.17 b). Please note the reversed
north-south direction in the camera image (Sect 3.2). From the camera perspect-
ive the thunderstorm, which can be seen in the upper (northern) half of the false
colour composite, is displayed in the lower edge.
The derived optical thickness for this scene (Sect 3.1.1), used to calculate the DNI
according to Sect. 4.2.5, is depicted in Fig. 4.17 c together with the corresponding
cloud phase mask in Fig. 4.17 d. The ground measurements of DNI (Fig. 4.18,
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Figure 4.17: (a) MSG/SEVIRI false colour composite in high resolution, (b) camera
image, (c) total optical thickness derived by APICS and COCS and (d) cloud phase
mask for 24 June 2014, 13:30 UTC. The red star marks the position of the PSA.

black curve) for this time period (12:00 - 14:30 UTC) illustrate the sharp gradi-
ent caused by the cloud at 13:30 and 14:05 UTC, which is also apparent in the
satellite observations (cyan curve), but with a shift of ∼ 5min caused by uncer-
tainties in the parallax correction and the coarse resolution of the satellite. For
this reason, the satellite is also not able to detect the variability of optical thick-
ness in the cloud and a mean optical thickness for each pixel is derived. In case
that a pixel is partially cloudy, it can only be classified as cloudy or cloud-free.
Thus, the measured DNI values can vary whereas the satellite derived DNI is
constant like in this case (13:30 - 14:05 UTC). Note the good performance of the
DNI parameterisation in case of clear sky with small differences of 0− 30W/m2

between ground measurements and satellite observations.
With the algorithm (Sect. 4.2) three forecasts with a temporal resolution of 5min
have been performed to show the accuracy for various forecast lead times. As
forecasts with long lead times of several hours would not be reasonable due to
the atmospheric variability on this day, the forecasts start at 11:15, 12:15 and
13:30 UTC (Fig. 4.18). The forecast with a short lead time which starts at 13:30
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Figure 4.18: Measured (pyrheliometer, black curve) and satellite derived
(MSG/SEVIRI, cyan curve) DNI values for 24 June 2014, 12:00-14:30 UTC. Three
forecasts (with MSG/SEVIRI data), started at 11:15 UTC (blue curve), 12:15 UTC
(green curve) and 13:30 UTC (red curve), have been performed to show the accuracy
for various forecast lead times.

UTC (red curve) predicts the gradients in DNI at 13:30 and 14:05 UTC correctly
(apart from the mentioned shift) and the forecasted DNI values are comparable
to the observed values (differences of maximum 5W/m2) for the next hour except
at 14:05 UTC. With this information operators of CSP plants are able to respond
to the upcoming period of low insolation. As the period is quite short (∼ 30min)
it could have been bridged by the use of storage or fuel and the plant could have
run through the event without to be shut down.
Regarding the forecast which starts at 12:15 UTC (green curve), the cloud is
predicted to reach the PSA earlier than in reality and with a lower total optical
thickness. Fig. 4.19 shows the optical thickness (a) and the cloud mask (b) of the
satellite observation at 12:15 UTC. The water cloud in the red ellipse is going
to cross the PSA at 13:30 UTC (Fig. 4.19 c,d) at its edges, which are optically
thin, and thus the DNI is not reduced to zero, but the duration of this period
with reduced DNI (∼ 30min) is predicted correctly. Although the forecast is not
exact this information is still useful for the operators as they can prepare for an
upcoming period of low insolation. The forecast with longer lead time (start at
11:15 UTC, blue curve) does not predict the crossing of the cloud over the PSA
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Figure 4.19: (a) Cloud optical thickness and (b) cloud mask for 24 June 2014, 12:15
UTC and (c)+(d) 13:30 UTC. The cloud crossing the PSA (red star) is circled in red.

at all as its formation takes place at a later time.

4.4.3 8 September 2014

In contrast to water/mixed phase clouds, thin ice clouds can reduce DNI to a still
usable amount. CSP is shut down when DNI < 200W/m2, which corresponds
to a vertical optical thickness of 2. Therefore, an exact knowledge of optical
properties, i.e. ice optical thickness, is essential to predict if this limit is reached.
The false colour composite and the camera image in Fig. 4.20 a,b show a inhomo-
geneous cirrus cloud crossing the PSA (red star) on 8 September 2014 with an
optical thickness (Fig. 4.20 c) up to 7 and a cloud base height of ∼8 km according
to ceilometer data. In the cloud phase mask (Fig. 4.20 d) parts of the cloud are
labeled as multi-layer clouds. That does not mean that there are water clouds
below the cirrus but that the cirrus is optically thick and is thus classified as
multi-layer cloud according to Sect 4.1.1. The corresponding DNI (Fig. 4.21)
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Figure 4.20: (a) MSG/SEVIRI false colour composite in high resolution, (b) camera
image, (c) total optical thickness derived by APICS and COCS and (d) cloud phase
mask for 8 September 2014, 12:15 UTC as well as total optical thickness derived by
APICS and COCS for (e) 09:15 UTC and (f) 11:15 UTC. The red star marks the
position of the PSA.

is reduced to values between ∼ 15W/m2 and ∼ 700W/m2 depending on the
optical thickness of the cirrus. By comparing the ground measurements (black
curve) with the satellite observations (cyan curve) a slight underestimation of
DNI can be observed due to the inhomogeneity of the cirrus cloud. Having in
mind that an exact retrieval of cloud optical properties is challenging the results
show a good estimate of optical thickness.
Forecasts for various lead times have been performed starting at 09:15, 11:15 and
12:00 UTC. The DNI is overestimated for all forecasts except for 12:00 UTC -
an indication that the optical thickness of the cloud has increased during the last
hours, an effect that cannot be caught by the forecast algorithm. This assumption
is confirmed by the increase in optical thickness and spatial growth (Fig. 4.20)
for 09:15 UTC (e) and 11:15 UTC (f).
The time when the cirrus reaches the PSA is predicted correctly for all forecasts,
which is an excellent result considering that these are forecasts with lead times
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Figure 4.21: Measured (black curve) and satellite derived (cyan curve) DNI values
for 8 September 2014, 11:15-12:40 UTC. Three Forecasts, started at 09:15 UTC (blue
curve), 11:15 UTC (green curve) and 12:00 UTC (red curve), have been performed to
show the accuracy for various forecast lead times.

up to 3 h.
For power plant operators following information is notable: 1) a thin cirrus cloud
is reaching the PSA at approximately 12:05 UTC. 2) the forecasts for 09:15 and
11:15 UTC give the wrong indications that the amount of anticipated DNI is not
reduced to less than 200W/m2 and can be still sufficient for an operation of the
power plant without the use of storage or fuel.

4.4.4 25 June 2014

One great source of uncertainty in the forecast with satellites is the coarse res-
olution and thus the incapacity to detect small clouds or cloud holes. But the
knowledge of this small-scale variability is essential for an optimized operation of
CSP.
On 25 June 2014 small cumulus clouds develop during the day (Fig. 4.22) and
are responsible for a high variability in DNI between 10:00 and 11:30 UTC - see
DNI measurements in Fig. 4.23 (black curve). According to ceilometer data the
cloud base height of these cumuli is around 2.1 km. With the satellite the single
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Figure 4.22: (a) False colour composite in high resolution, (b) camera image and
total optical thickness derived by APICS and COCS for 25 June 2014, (c) 10:25 UTC,
(d) 09:00 UTC, (e) 09:30 UTC and (f) 10:00 UTC. The red star marks the position of
the PSA.

clouds cannot be distinguished because of the coarse resolution and a mean op-
tical thickness for every pixel is derived. Furthermore, partial cloud cover makes
cloud detection more difficult. Therefore, until 10:45 UTC no clouds are detec-
ted correctly, except at 10:15 UTC (Fig. 4.23, cyan curve), followed by a period
of time with zero DNI until 11:20 UTC, when a thick cloud is observed by the
satellite, but not measured by the pyrheliometer. Afterwards a thick cloud is
observed correctly until 11:45 UTC. There are indications of high variability, but
not all clouds/cloud gaps can be observed by the satellite.
Next to spatial variability also atmospheric variability complicates the determ-
ination and forecast of DNI as constantly single clouds newly form or dissipate.
Thus, all forecasts started at 09:00, 09:30 and 10:00 UTC are not able to predict
the DNI variability between 10:00 and 10:30 UTC as these clouds, which cause
the variability, have not developed yet, cannot be resolved due to their size or do
not move (Fig. 4.22 d,e,f).

4.5 Systematic validation of DNI

Additionally to the verification of the nowcasting algorithm by examining the
errors of the forecast against MSG/SEVIRI observations (Sect. 4.3), a valida-
tion against ground-based irradiance measurements and a comparison to two
satellite-based nowcasting methods have been performed. These methods, like
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Figure 4.23: Measured (black curve) and observed (cyan curve) DNI for 25 June 2014,
08:45-11:45 UTC. Three forecasts, started at 09:00 UTC (blue curve), 09:30 UTC (red
curve) and 10:00 UTC (green curve), have been performed to show the accuracy for
various forecast lead times.

the presented algorithm (in the following referred to as PA), have been applied
and refined in the EU project DNICast (www.dnicastproject.org) and have been
described in Sect 3.5.
In order to examine the performance of each method the results of the forecasts
are compared by means of selected cases (Sect. 4.5.1) and a statistical evaluation
of all forecasts (Sect. 4.5.2). The ground measurements with a pyrheliometer
(Sect. 3.3) at the PSA serve as reference value.

4.5.1 Selected cases

Fig. 4.24 shows the nowcasts for the DFD method (top), the MT method (middle)
and the PA method (bottom) by means of a heatmap for 14 March 2013, a clear-
sky day with a maximum DNI of ∼ 1050W/m2. The ground measurements
throughout the day are given as a horizontal bar at the top of the image with the
colours representing the DNI values. The horizontal axis reflects the time of the
day and the vertical axis the start of each forecast. Each horizontal bar represents
a single forecast with increasing forecast lead time to the right and the forecast
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Figure 4.24: Nowcasts from DFD (top), MT (middle) and PA (bottom) for 14 March
2013. Ground measurements are given as the horizontal bar at the top of the image.
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Figure 4.25: Nowcasts from DFD (top), MT (middle) and PA (bottom) for 11 March
2013. Ground measurements are given as the horizontal bar at the top of the image.
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start time increases upwards. Thus, every vertical line shows all forecasts for a
time of the day and these forecasts can be compared to the corresponding ground
measurement. MT provide forecasts for 4 h, with a temporal resolution of 5min,
whereas DFD and PA have a forecast horizon of 6 h with a temporal resolution
of 5min up to 2 h, 15min up to 4 h and 1 h up to 6 h (DNI values in between are
determined by interpolation). MT provides forecasts directly after sunrise, while
DFD and PA start when the zenith solar angle (sza) is smaller than 80◦ and 75◦
and stop when sza is higher than 80◦ and 75◦, respectively, due to the fact that
at high solar zenith angles optical and micro-physical properties of clouds are
difficult to retrieve. For this reason, until 07:00 UTC the observed and forecasted
DNI values of MT do not match the measured DNI, but all methods correctly
predict the clear-sky conditions throughout the day except of MT, which forecasts
reduced DNI in the afternoon.
On 11 March 2013 (Fig. 4.25) the conditions change during the day, with high
DNI in the morning until 12:00 UTC, variable conditions at noon (12:00-14:00
UTC) and low DNI in the afternoon. PA correctly forecasts the high DNI in
the morning, while DFD and MT predict some clouds and underestimate the
DNI. All methods are not able to predict the high variability at noon for longer
forecast lead times (>∼ 2 h), whereas the observations and short-term forecasts
of DFD and PA partially capture the changes from high to low DNI. MT is not
able to resolve the high variability at noon and gives medium DNI values, which
can be explained in the following way. MT uses a clearness index, which has
values between 0 and 1 depending on the cloud situation, whereas DFD and PA
strictly separate between cloudy or cloud free pixel. So, for example, in case of
high variability or at cloud edges, where a pixel can be partially cloudy, DFD
and PA derive either maximum or zero DNI (without consideration of optical
thin clouds), whereas MT gives medium DNI values. The low DNI values in the
afternoon can be captured in some cases, but all methods overestimate the DNI
in the remaining forecasts.

4.5.2 Statistical evaluation

The presented examples are meant to provide some insight in the typical be-
haviour of the three forecast methods. By means of statistical error metrics
a systematic evaluation is done in this section. The examined period is from
March to May 2013 and the forecasts are performed during daytime (solar zenith
angle less than 80◦) with a refresh rate of 15min. First all forecasts are taken
into account followed by a separation into different cloud types.

Error metrics

In general there are various reasons for errors/uncertainties in the DNI forecasts:
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• errors/uncertainties in clear-sky models (aerosol load, water vapor etc.)

• errors/uncertainties in the forecast algorithms

• errors/uncertainties due to the coarse temporal/spatial resolution of the
satellite

For calculating the uncertainties following error metrics have been used:

MBE = 1
N

N∑
i=1

(DNIpred,i −DNImeas,i) (4.24)

MAE = 1
N

N∑
i=1
|DNIpred,i −DNImeas,i| (4.25)

RMSE =

√√√√ 1
N

N∑
i=1

(DNIpred,i −DNImeas,i)2 , (4.26)

with the predicted DNI value DNIpred,i and the DNI value DNImeas,i measured
at ground by the pyrheliometer. The Mean Bias Error (MBE) quantifies the
general tendency of a forecast to over- or underpredict. The Mean Absolute Error
(MAE) is a measure for the mean deviation between forecast and observation.
The Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) is more sensitive to large errors due to
the squaring of individual errors and directly related to the standard deviation for
normally distributed errors. These three error metrics are chosen because they
are commonly used, widely known and recommended in literature for assessing
solar forecasting accuracy [Lorenz et al., 2009, Zhang et al., 2015].

4.5.3 Comparison and validation of forecasted DNI for all
cases

To provide an overview of the general performance of the methods the results
for all forecasts have been compared against ground measurements. Fig. 4.26
shows the error metrics for a forecast horizon of 360min for DFD (green curve)
and PA (red curve) as well as for 240min for MT (blue curve). MT provides
forecasts for 4 h with a time step of 5min, whereas DFD and PA have a forecast
horizon of 6 h with a time step of 5min up to 2 h, 15min up to 4 h and 1 h
up to 6 h due to requirements in DNICast. Note that the number of forecasts
decrease with increasing forecast lead time as the forecasts are not available in
the afternoon/evening because of the sunset.
The PA and DFD methods have a low MBE (solid curve) around zero with a
maximum value of ∼ 20W/m2 and ∼ −20W/m2, respectively, which is a very
good result, having in mind that the forecast horizon is 6 h. The small MBE shows
that there is no strong tendency for both methods to over- or underestimate the
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Figure 4.26: Error metrics for all cases for PA (red), MT (blue) and DFD (green).

DNI. In contrast to that, the MTmethod has a high negative MBE starting at t=0
with −25W/m2 , increasing to a maximum value around −90W/m2 for a forecast
lead time of 100min and decreasing afterwards to −50W/m2 after 240min. The
forecasts provided by MT are thus underestimating the DNI in general. The MAE
(dotted curve) continuously increases with forecast lead times for all methods. PA
and DFD show similar results up to 40min (rising from 125 to 160W/m2) with a
stronger increase of DFD afterwards and thus approximating MT. The MAE of
DFD and MT is 30− 60W/m2 higher than for PA (maximum of 265W/m2 after
360min) for a forecast lead time larger than 60min, which means that individual
deviations of forecasted DNI from actual individual measured DNI are larger for
MT and DFD. In case of the RMSE the results are reversed as MT shows the
lowest errors with a minimum of 215W/m2 at t=0 and a maximum of 370W/m2

after 240min. PA and DFD show only small differences (up to ∼ 40W/m2)
throughout all forecast lead times with maximum values of 410W/m2 for PA and
430W/m2 for DFD after 360min.
Having in mind that the MT method has a higher MBE and MAE, this low RMSE
is remarkable. A likely reason for that is the mentioned usage of clearness index
and the derivation of medium DNI values for situations with high variability,
where DFD and PA determine maximum or zero DNI values. Those cases result
in stronger deviations, which increase especially the RMSE as it is very sensitive
to large errors. In the numerical weather prediction verification theory on various
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spatial scales this effect is known as ’double penalty’ effect. Although this method
is leading to a smaller RMSE, it is not useful for power plant operators as the
predicted DNI values are wrong and the information about the high variability
in DNI is lost.
Overall, both MAE and RMSE increase with forecast lead time due to rising
errors/uncertainties in the forecast algorithms. This is mainly caused by the
nonlinearity of atmospheric motion and the creation and dissipation of clouds,
which is not modeled explicitly.

4.5.4 Comparison and validation of forecasted DNI with
respect to cloud types

To obtain a deeper insight about the reasons of the presented results all cases
have been split into three categories: 1) clear sky, 2) thin clouds and 3) thick
clouds. Pixels with thin clouds are those classified as thin cirrus clouds by COCS
(see Sect. 4.1.1) after parallax correction (Sect. 4.4.1), whereas thick clouds are
those pixels which have been classified as water clouds or multi-layer clouds. In
total there are 2160 clear-sky, 1185 optically thick cloud and 481 optically thin
cloud cases, which have been evaluated separately in the following. Additionally
to the proposed error metrics a relative error [%] - errors are divided by the av-
erage DNImeas - is added to take into account the different amount of DNI for
the three categories in comparison to the errors. Thus, the same absolute error
values result in higher relative errors if the average DNImeas is lower.
For clear-sky cases (Fig. 4.27, top) DFD and PA show a similar behaviour in the
MBE with increasing negative values with forecast lead time. The MBE for DFD
is higher than for PA (maximum values of −120W/m2 (17%) and −70W/m2

(10%), respectively) except for the first 20min, where PA has a slightly posit-
ive MBE and DFD is around zero. The relative error is quite low due to the
high DNI for clear sky. MT starts with a MBE of −50W/m2 (7%) rising to
−200W/m2 (20%) at 100min forecast lead time. Afterwards a slightly reduction
of 10− 20W/m2 can be observed. This behaviour points towards deficiencies in
the clear-sky model used by MT. By definition of the MBE the DNI for clear-sky
cases is in general underestimated, which can be explained by the direction of
the potential wrong forecast. Errors in the atmospheric parameters, i.e. water
vapor and aerosol load, lead to positive and negative deviations from the ground
measurements of DNI, but the effect of inaccurate aerosol load and amount of
water vapor is moderately low. In case a clear-sky situation is predicted as cloudy
by the forecast methods, the DNI will always be lower than in the ground meas-
urements, thus showing a negative MBE. With increasing forecast lead time the
probability of such a wrong forecast is increasing.
The rising inaccuracy of the forecasts with forecast lead time is also the reason
for the increase of MAE (dotted line). The MT method has high MAE, ranging
from 140 (19%) to 270W/m2 (34%) due to deficiencies in the clear-sky model.
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Figure 4.27: Error metrics for clear sky (top), thick clouds (middle) and thin ice
clouds (bottom).
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DFD and PA show a similar behaviour until 40min forecast lead time, both start
at ∼ 100W/m2 (14%), with a stronger increase of DFD afterwards reaching max-
imum values of 280W/m2 (42%) and 240W/m2 (37%) after 6 h for DFD and PA,
respectively. The RMSE is similar for all methods up to a forecast lead time of
∼140min, starting at 200−230W/m2 (28-30%) and rising up to 340−370W/m2

(45-47%). Afterwards DFD has a 20− 50W/m2 higher RMSE than PA und MT
with maximum values of 360W/m2 (47%) after 240min for MT and 390W/m2

(51%) after 360min for PA.
For optically thick clouds (Fig. 4.27, bottom) a positive MBE increasing over
forecast lead times for all methods is observed except for the first 100min for MT
and PA (negative MBE), which show similar behaviour throughout all forecast
lead times. The MBE for DFD is 30−90W/m2 higher except for the first 30min
(MBE around zero). The explanation for the positive MBE is analogous to the
clear-sky cases, but with reversed conditions. In these cases, the situations with
thick clouds are wrongly predicted as clear-sky or thin clouds resulting in an
overestimation of DNI and thus a positive MBE. The MAE is very similar up to
40min for all methods - starting at ∼ 130W/m2 (69%) and rising to ∼ 180W/m2

(90%). Afterwards DFD shows a stronger increase up to 330W/m2 (170%) after
360min, which is about 40W/m2 higher than for PA. MT and PA have a similar
behaviour with a maximum of 250W/m2 (140%) for MT after 230min. The rel-
ative error is considerably higher compared to clear-sky due to the low DNI values
for optically thick clouds. Regarding the RMSE MT has lower values than DFD
and PA, which is, as mentioned, caused by the higher sensitivity of the RMSE to
rare, but large errors. The RMSE of PA is slightly higher (0 − 40W/m2) than
for DFD for a forecast lead time up to 50min. Afterwards the RMSE for DFD is
increasing stronger reaching a maximum of 480W/m2 (250%), whereas the max-
imum for PA is around 460W/m2 (244%).
For optically thin clouds (Fig. 4.27, middle) the MBE for MT has low values
close to zero ([−50, 30]W/m2 (12%)), whereas for DFD and PA the MBE is
positive ranging from 20W/m2 (4%) and 40W/m2 (7%) to maximum values of
100W/m2 (22%) and 160W/m2 (42%), respectively. According to the definition
of the MBE, DFD and PA in general overestimate the DNI and thus underestim-
ate the optical thickness of the cirrus clouds. The MAE and RMSE is lowest for
MT and increases with forecast lead time to a maximum of 300W/m2 (63%) and
390W/m2 (83%), respectively. DFD and PA show a similar behaviour for both
error metrics except for the first 20min, when DFD is lower than PA, and for the
last hour, when DFD reaches higher values.
Summarising, in clear-sky cases the errors of PA are mainly lowest, which in-
dicates deficiencies in the clear-sky models of DFD and especially MT. For thin
clouds MT performs best, which points out inaccuracy in the determination of
cirrus cloud optical thickness for DFD and PA. In case of thick clouds MT and PA
show a similar behaviour except for the lower RMSE for MT due to the ’double
penalty’ effect for PA. In general, both MAE and RMSE increase with forecast
lead time up to 3-4 hours due to rising errors/uncertainties in the forecast al-
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gorithms caused by the nonlinearity of atmospheric motion and the creation and
dissipation of clouds. For the forecasts with longer lead times the errors are nearly
constant in most cases - an indication that the forecasts are approximating a stat-
istical value. Therefore, a forecast for more than 3-4 hours can be performed, but
the results should be treated with caution.
It should be kept in mind that MT performs a post processing by means of
onsite measurements of DNI, thus having an advantage over the DFD and PA
method due to more exact initial conditions. With an implementation of ground
measurements the errors of the DFD and PA method could be reduced.

4.6 Conclusions

The performance of the nowcasting algorithm is assessed in terms of common
error statistics, forecasting skill over persistence, where a doubling of lead time is
found, and also in terms of a comparison to two satellite-based forecasting meth-
ods. This comparison confirmed the good performance of the clear-sky model and
the forecasting algorithm, but also points out inaccuracy in the determination of
cirrus cloud optical thickness. An evaluation over two months with different
cloud coverage and cloud types and three case studies showed the dependence
of the performance of the algorithm for different meteorological situations. For
widely distributed, homogeneous clouds the spatial resolution of MSG/SEVIRI
is sufficient to determine the DNI due to its low variability. Those cases show
the good performance of the forecast algorithm for advective clouds with approx-
imately constant velocity, but also the challenges in predicting accurate cloud
optical properties when cloud properties evolve with time - see period in March
(Sect. 4.3) and the second case study (Sect. 4.4.3). In case of convective clouds,
the limitations of DNI forecasts for longer lead times can be observed - see period
in July (Sect. 4.3) and the first case study (Sect. 4.4.2). Due to small-scale vari-
ability in the atmosphere a forecast for a lead time of more than one hour is
not able to predict the correct time of arrival or accurate optical properties of
a cloud. The third case study (Sect. 4.4.4) clearly demonstrates the limitations
of observing and nowcasting DNI with satellites due to their coarse spatial res-
olution. Small-scale variability as well as changing cloud optical properties due
to atmospheric microphysical processes can make satellite-based forecasts useless
for CSP operators within a short period of time under certain conditions. One
possibility to improve the performance of the forecasts could be the implementa-
tion of the channel with higher spatial resolution, the HRV (Sect. 5), or of all-sky
imagers with their higher spatial and temporal resolution (Sect. 6).
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Chapter 5

Synergistic use of high and low
resolution MSG/SEVIRI data for
an improved cloud and DNI
forecast

As mentioned in Sect. 3.1.1 the SEVIRI imager aboard MSG has a broadband
high resolution visible (HRV) channel in a spectral range of about 0.4 − 1.1µm
(Table 3.1). The sampling distance is 1 km (referred to as HRES) instead of 3 km
(referred to as LRES) at sub-satellite point allowing a more detailed observation
of the earth for a part of the disc (see Fig. 3.1). Because of the Earth’s shape
and the slant view this spatial resolution is reduced when observing regions north
or south of the equator. For the investigated area around the PSA a resolution
of approximately 1.1 km×1.4 km (3.2 km×4.3 km in low resolution) can be calcu-
lated.
To illustrate the benefit of the higher spatial resolution of the HRV Fig. 5.1 shows
the reflectivity of the SEVIRI channel centred at 600 nm (a) and of the HRV (b)
for a scene over the Iberian Peninsula. Pixels with high reflectivity indicate cloudy
pixels. By comparison of the images more details and finer cloud structures can
be seen in case of the HRV and additionally small-scale clouds, which could not
be resolved in low resolution. For this, a detection of clouds and the derivation
of their properties in high resolution could result in a significant improvement
of the nowcasting of clouds and thus DNI. Small-scale variability, e.g. cumuli,
which leads to partial shading of the power plant, as well as exact determination
of start-up and shut-down times due to cloud movement could be derived more
accurately.
As only one channel in high resolution is available the standard method from
Sect 3.1.1 cannot be applied and additional data are required for the determina-
tion of cloud optical properties. To this end, a synergistic exploitation of high and
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low resolution together with radiative transfer calculations has been applied in
order to derive cloud mask (Sect. 5.1.2) and cloud optical properties (Sect. 5.2).
The benefits and limitations of the forecasts in high resolution are illustrated
via three case studies (Sect. 5.4). Additionally, a systematic validation with sur-
face DNI is shown together with a comparison to the forecasts in low resolution
(Sect. 5.5). All forecasts are performed with data from the MSG satellite operat-
ing in rapid-scan-mode (located at 9.5◦ East) in order to use the higher repetition
rate.

5.1 Synergistic cloud mask

5.1.1 Challenges

The HRV channel is a solar channel and no thermal information is available at
this resolution. Therefore, the detection of thin cirrus clouds with this channel
alone is very difficult. Additionally, the cloud optical thickness cannot be determ-
ined in the usual way with the method described by Nakajima and King [1990]
because of missing near-infrared information. To this end, a synergistic exploit-
ation of high and low resolution together with radiative transfer calculations has
been applied in order to derive cloud mask (Sect. 5.1.2) and cloud optical prop-
erties (Sect. 5.2).
For this, the following issues must be considered: 1) The HRV is a broadband
channel ranging from 0.4− 1.1µm and hence covering the vegetation’s red edge -
a surface albedo in this spatial resolution for this spectral range is not available.
2) The calibration of the HRV is not monitored regularly by EUMETSAT as the
focus lies on the low resolution channels. 3) The geolocation and the inter-channel
registration is not very precise so that the single pixels are not congruent for all
channels.

5.1.2 HRV cloud detection

The aim is to derive a HRES cloud mask that is consistent with the LRES cloud
mask and that can improve at least the detection of small-scale clouds, that have
been shown in Sect. 4.4 to represent a challenge for the determination and forecast
of DNI. The procedure works in three steps. In a first step a clear-sky reflectivity
Rcs(HRV) for the HRV is constructed by determining the reflectivities for 600 nm
Rcs(VIS600) and 800 nm Rcs(VIS600) at TOA (top of atmosphere) for clear sky.
For this, the radiative transfer model libRadtran [Mayer and Kylling, 2005, Emde
et al., 2016] is used to calculate look-up tables of clear-sky reflectivities given sun
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Figure 5.1: (a) Reflectivity for 600 nm and (b) of the HRV for a scene over the Iberian
Peninsula. The derived cloud mask in (c) low and (d) high resolution, (e) the albedo
for 600 nm, (f) the effective radius in high resolution as well as the optical thickness in
(g) low and (h) high resolution.
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and satellite geometry as well as the surface albedo. Surface albedo is then taken
from the black sky albedo product from MODIS (Moderate-resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer) MCD43C1 [Schaaf et al., 2002], available in 0.05◦ resolution.
A mid-latitude standard atmosphere [Anderson et al., 1986] is used here, so the
dependence of reflectivity on water vapor and ozone is neglected at this stage. A
pre-requisite for this work is an adjustment of the geolocation accuracy for MSG
and MODIS by shifting the MODIS data and quantifying the correlation between
both data sets.
With these reflectivities Rcs(HRV) has been approximated [Deneke and Roebel-
ing, 2010] by

Rcs(HRV) = a ∗Rcs(VIS600) + b ∗Rcs(VIS800), (5.1)

where a and b are fit coefficients determined by least-squares linear regression and
the obtained annually averaged parameters are 0.667±0.025 for a and 0.368±0.020
for b. Notice that Rcs(HRV) is in low resolution.
In order to determine cloudy pixel in low resolution the difference of this cal-
culated clear-sky reflectivity and the observed reflectivity from SEVIRI is ex-
amined. To clarify the functionality of the subsequent procedure Fig. 5.2 illus-
trates an example of the distribution of HRES pixels in one LRES pixel. For every

Figure 5.2: Example of the distribution of HRES pixels (1 km×1 km) in one LRES
pixel (3 km×3 km).

scene the observed HRES reflectivities are averaged over the corresponding nine
pixels to obtain mean HRV reflectivities R3×3(HRV ) in LRES. The difference of
R3×3(HRV ) and the LRES reflectivity Rcs(HRV) calculated with Eq. 5.1 is de-
termined for every pixel and a threshold value c for the determination of cloudy
pixels is derived: a pixel is cloudy if the observed R3×3(HRV ) > Rcs(HRV) + c.
The threshold value is chosen in a way that ∼ 97% of the cloudy pixels detected
by APICS and COCS, which are supposed to be the LRES truth, have values
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higher than Rcs + c to minimise a wrong classification.
In a second step the threshold c for LRES pixels is then applied to the HRES
reflectivities R(HRV): a pixel is cloudy if R(HRV ) > Rcs(HRV)+ c. An example
of a cloud mask in high resolution is shown in Fig. 5.1 d. When compared to the
cloud mask in low resolution (Fig. 5.1 c) the finer structures of the clouds as well
as additionally small clouds can be observed in high resolution.
Due to the lack in thermal information the detection of thin ice clouds below an
optical thickness of ∼ 1.5 is not reasonable as the uncertainties are too large.
For these pixels the LRES cloud mask is used (third step). This procedure is
performed for every image because Rcs(HRV) varies for each scene. Furthermore,
because of different absolute values and gradients in surface albedo the described
method is applied for land, sea and coasts separately. Best results can be achieved
for sea as the surface albedo is homogeneous and quite low compared to cloud
albedo. As a consequence, more cloudy pixels and pixels with thinner clouds can
be determined compared to pixels over land and coasts, where absolute values
and gradients in surface albedo are considerably higher.

5.1.3 HRV cloud classification

As shown in Sect. 4 the forecast is performed for low level and high level clouds
separately. In order to operate this technique for the high resolution forecast
procedure the derived HRES cloud mask must be split into upper and lower
cloud masks according to Sect. 4.1.1. HRES Pixels, which have been classified
as upper and/or lower clouds in low resolution, are assumed to be upper and/or
lower clouds, respectively. Small clouds, which have not been detected in low
resolution, are assumed to be lower clouds due to the fact that upper ice clouds
usually exhibit a large spatial extent and can thus be observed in low resolution.

5.2 Synergistic cloud optical properties

The approach of the APICS algorithm using one near-infrared (NIR1.6) and one
visible (VIS600) channel to derive effective radius and optical thickness cannot
be applied in high resolution as only one channel is available. Thus, we adapt
this method to provide consistent optical thickness in HRES. To this end, the
cloud optical thickness of the clouds detected in high resolution (Sect. 5.1.2) is
derived from look-up tables (LUTs), which have been computed with the radi-
ative transfer model libRadtran. Therefore, parameters in low resolution have
been adapted to provide a reasonable optical thickness to the forecast algorithm.
The input data for the LUTs are HRES reflectivity, albedo, effective radius, sun
and satellite geometry. Additionally, a recalibration factor is applied, which is
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introduced in this chapter.

5.2.1 Input parameter

Albedo

An albedo in this spatial resolution for this spectral range is not available. For
this, the albedo A has been approximated by

A(HRV) = a ∗ A(VIS600) + b ∗ A(VIS800), (5.2)

with the coefficients a=0.667 and b=0.368. Fig. 5.1 e shows the derived albedo
A(HRV) for the scene described in Sect. 5.1. A(HRV) is assumed to be constant
over 3×3 HRES pixels.

Effective radius

Because of missing near-infrared information in high resolution the optical thick-
ness and the effective radius cannot be derived with the HRV. Therefore, the
effective radius determined in low resolution is used as input parameter for the
LUTs. In case no effective radius in low resolution is available for HRES cloudy
pixels, which have not been detected in low resolution, a fixed value of 10µm
for water clouds is assumed. This assumption can lead to an uncertainty in op-
tical thickness up to 20% when compared to calculations with the minimum and
maximum effective radius of 5µm and 30µm, respectively. An example for the
effective radius is displayed in Fig. 5.1 f for the scene described in Sect. 5.1.

HRV reflectivity

The solar channels of MSG/SEVIRI are not calibrated onboard and therefore a
vicarious calibration must be performed. Meirink et al. [2013] presented a method
for the inter-calibration of geostationary and polar-orbiting imager solar channels
based on regressions of collocated near-nadir reflectances. With this method the
solar channels of MSG/SEVIRI have been calibrated with corresponding channels
of MODIS and the derived recalibration factors are F0.6 = 1.087 for 0.6µm and
F1.6 = 0.966 for 1.6µm, which are multiplied with the measured reflectivities of
MSG/SEVIRI to get the calibrated reflectivities. For the HRV no recalibration
factor has been determined in this work. Thus, we applied another method to
produce consistent optical thickness. For this, the LRES optical thickness derived
by APICS and COCS with the two recalibration factors F0.6 and F1.6 is compared
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Figure 5.3: (left) HRES reflectivity and (right) 3×3 averaged HRES cloud optical
thickness for a selected cloud scene in the tropics.

to the HRES optical thickness derived with LUTs. A calibration factor for the
HRV FHRV is determined in the following.
In order to enable the comparison, the HRES optical thickness has to be reduced
to low resolution. For this, the observed reflectivities of 3×3 HRV pixels are av-
eraged and the cloud optical thickness is derived with FHRV = 0.9 as a first guess.
Fig. 5.3 (left) shows the HRV reflectivity for a selected cloud scene in the tropics
and the corresponding 3×3 averaged HRES cloud optical thickness. To reduce
uncertainties a relatively homogeneous scene has been chosen.
FHRV is varied in steps of 0.05 until the minimum MAE (see Sect. 4.5.2) between

Figure 5.4: Scatter plot of derived optical thickness in low and high resolution for a
recalibration factor of 1.048 for the scene depicted in Fig. 5.3: (left) without convolution
and averaged over 3×3 HRES pixels, (middle) with LRES convolution and (right)
without convolution and averaged over 5×5 HRES pixels.

the optical thickness in high and low resolution is achieved. Fig. 5.4 (left) depicts
the distribution of the derived optical thickness in low (tauVIS006/VIS016) and high
(tauHRV) resolution for each pixel in the cloud scene. With a calibration factor
FHRV of 1.048 the HRES and LRES optical thicknesses are comparable with devi-
ations up to 10% for this scene. One source for these deviations are uncertainties
due to atmospheric gas extinction (described in Sect. 5.2.2), which lead to errors
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in the derivation of optical thickness. Another reason is the spatial response of
the SEVIRI detectors [EUMETSAT, 2006], so that contributions of surrounding
pixels influence the observed reflectivities in each pixel (Sect. 3.1.1) and in order
to exactly compare HRES and LRES optical thickness this influence must be
considered.
First, a deconvolution is applied to the HRES reflectivity to consider the influence
of the PSF for high resolution. In a second step, the HRES pixels are convoluted
with the PSF for low resolution. The consistency between HRES and LRES
optical thickness increases, recognizable by the narrower distribution (Fig. 5.4,
middle) and a higher correlation coefficient. As the application of two convolu-
tions is difficult and computationally expensive the reflectivity of 5×5 instead of
3×3 averaged HRES pixels (see Fig. 5.4, right) is used for the comparison, which
is faster and produces similar results, i.e. the same correlation coefficients.
The described procedure is executed for every scene as FHRV varies. After ap-
plying the recalibration factor the optical thickness in high resolution can be
determined. Fig. 5.1 shows the optical thickness in low (g) and high (h) resolu-
tion. In HRES the high variability in cloud optical thickness as well as the finer
structures of the clouds and also small clouds can be detected confirming the
expected benefit by using a channel with a higher spatial resolution.

5.2.2 Uncertainties: atmospheric gas extinction

Figure 5.5: VIS006 (left) and HRV (right) reflectivity for optical thicknesses between
0 and 100 for various cloud top heights in the atmosphere.

On its way through the atmosphere radiation interacts with matter (molecules
and particles) in the atmosphere by scattering and absorption, which inter alia
depend on wavelength (see Sect. 2.2). Only a few weak absorption bands (ozone
and water vapor) occur in the range which is covered by the SEVIRI channel
VIS006 (0.56-0.71µm). In contrast water vapor absorption bands within the
wide spectral range covered by the HRV (∼ 0.4-1.1µm) influences the radiation
on its way through the atmosphere. This leads to a height dependence of the ob-
served reflectivity when a thick cloud is present at different levels as the reflected
radiation is lower for lower cloud top heights due to the longer paths and thus
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more absorption through the atmosphere. With increasing optical thickness the
cloud shields the lower part of the atmosphere. This effect also depends on the
sun geometry due to its influence on the length of the path through the atmo-
sphere. Fig. 5.5 shows the VIS006 (left) and HRV (right) reflectivity for optical
thicknesses between 0 and 100 for various cloud top heights in the atmosphere
with a cloud geometrical thickness of 1 km. In case of the VIS006 the reflectiv-
ities for the single cloud top heights differ by 2-3%, while these differences are
much larger for the HRV (up to 10%), thus, confirming the higher influence of
atmospheric extinction on the broadband channel. The figure has been created
with the radiative transfer model libRadtran for an albedo of 0.1 and a standard
atmosphere for mid-latitude summer [Anderson et al., 1986].
To quantitatively calculate the influence of this effect on the reflected radiation an
exact knowledge of the cloud top height and the concentrations of the absorbers,
i.e. water vapor as the strongest absorber, would be necessary. No information
about these parameters, except for cloud top height for ice clouds from COCS,
is available and their derivation, e.g. by NWP models, would be time-consuming
and computational expensive, which is a limiting factor for nowcasting methods
as forecasts have to be available in the short term. And as also the uncertainties
would still be high, the influence of atmospheric extinction is not implemented in
the derivation of optical thickness.

5.3 Forecast in high resolution

The forecast in high resolution is performed with the method described in Sect. 4
applied to HRES data. For this the derived HRES cloud optical thickness is split
into upper and lower clouds by means of the HRES cloud phase mask (Sect. 5.1.2).
In case of multi-layer clouds the percentage of upper and lower clouds on the total
optical thickness in low resolution is determined and is applied to the HRES total
optical thickness to obtain the amount of optical thickness for the upper and lower
clouds in high resolution. The HRES disparity vector field −→V A→B between the
initial images A and B separated by a time interval ∆t = 15min is determined by
the pyramidal matcher (Sect. 3.4) and the object classification (Sect. 4.2.2), the
interpolation of cloud-free background motion (Sect. 4.2.3) as well as the optical
thickness correction for rapidly thinning convective clouds (Sect. 4.2.4) is applied.
Due to the finer cloud structures and additional small-scale clouds, which cannot
be observed in low resolution, the HRES and LRES cloud motion vector fields
and thus the forecasts differ. These differences as well as the overall performance
of the forecasting algorithm in high resolution are examined by means of three
case studies (Sect. 5.4) and a systematic validation (Sect. 5.5).
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5.4 Case studies

As mentioned in Sect. 4.4 high spatial and temporal variability in cloudiness,
optical thickness and thus DNI cannot be observed and predicted due to the coarse
resolution of the satellite. For this, the channel with higher spatial resolution
(HRV) is used. The benefits and limitations of the determination and forecast of
DNI in high resolution compared to low resolution is shown with case studies for
the same scenes and equal forecast starts/lead times as in Sect. 4.4.

5.4.1 24 June 2014

Figure 5.6: (a) False colour composite, (b) camera image, (c) total optical thickness
in high resolution and (d) cloud phase mask for 24 June 2014, 13:30 UTC, in high
resolution. The red star marks the position of the PSA.

As described in Sect. 4.4.2 a large cumulus cloud (cloud base height ∼2 km) is
crossing the PSA on 24 June 2014 between 13:30 UTC and 14:00 UTC reducing
the incoming DNI from more than 900W/m2 to ∼ 0W/m2 within two minutes
and vice versa half an hour later. The false colour composite in Fig. 5.6 a shows
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Figure 5.7: Measured (black curve) and observed (cyan curve) DNI values for 24 June
2014, 12:00-14:30 UTC. Three forecasts, started at 11:15 UTC (blue curve), 12:15 UTC
(green curve) and 13:30 UTC (red curve), have been performed to show the accuracy
for various forecast lead times.

the area around the PSA (red star) and the above-mentioned cloud (yellowish
cloud in the center) at 13:30 UTC like in Fig. 4.17. Keep in mind the reversed
north-south direction in the camera image displaying the Cb, which can be seen
in the northern half of the false color composite, on the lower edge.
The derived HRES optical thickness for this scene, which is used to calculate the
DNI according to Sect. 4.2.5, is depicted in Fig. 5.6 c together with the HRES
cloud phase mask (Fig. 5.6 d). The measured DNI (Fig. 5.7, black curve) for
this time period (12:00 - 14:30 UTC) illustrates the sharp gradient caused by the
cloud at 13:30 and 14:05 UTC, which is also apparent in the observations (cyan
curve). In contrast to the observation in low resolution (see Fig. 4.18) there is no
temporal shift in the gradient at 13:30 UTC and a shift of 5min at 14:05 UTC.
Thus, the higher spatial resolution enables a more accurate determination of the
time when the cloud reaches the PSA, but is also not able to resolve the DNI
variability during this time except for a cloud gap at 13:55 UTC.
The forecast which starts at 13:30 UTC (Fig. 5.7, red curve) predicts the same
DNI values as those observed and measured for the first 20min, but forecasts the
later gradient at 13:50 UTC, thus 15min too early. So in this case the motion
vectors derived in high resolution overestimate the velocity of the cloud. It is
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Figure 5.8: (a) Cloud optical thickness and (b) cloud phase mask for 24 June 2014,
12:15 UTC and (c)+(d) 13:30 UTC, in high resolution. The cloud crossing the PSA
(red star) is circled in red.

likely, that the small-scale motion vectors show strong local displacements, which
do not arise from cloud movement, but occur due to atmospheric variability. Due
to their turbulence character a forecast with these motion vectors for longer lead
times would result in a inaccurate prediction of cloud position. Therefore, for
lead times of more than ∼15min the forecast should be performed with LRES
cloud motion vectors. Regarding the forecast which starts at 12:15 UTC (Fig. 5.7,
green curve), the cloud reaches the PSA later than in reality and the length of
the time interval when the DNI is reduced by the cloud, is underestimated, pos-
sibly because the cloud was smaller at 12:15 UTC (Fig. 5.8 a,b). Also, the DNI is
higher than for the observation, which are similar findings as for the forecast in
low resolution. The forecast with longest lead time (start at 11:15 UTC, Fig. 5.7
(blue curve)) is not able to predict the crossing of the cloud over the PSA at all
as its formation takes place to a later time.
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5.4.2 8 September 2014

Figure 5.9: (a) False colour composite, (b) camera image, (c) total optical thickness
derived by APICS and COCS and (d) cloud phase mask for 8 September 2014, 12:15
UTC, as well as total optical thickness derived by APICS and COCS for (e) 09:15 UTC
and (f) 11:15 UTC in high resolution. The red star marks the position of the PSA.

The false colour composite and the camera image in Fig. 5.9 a,b show a cirrus
cloud crossing the PSA (red star) on 8 September 2014, 12:05 UTC, with a HRES
optical thickness up to 7 in high resolution (Fig. 4.20 c) and a cloud base height
of ∼8 km. The corresponding DNI (Fig. 4.21, black curve) is reduced to values
between ∼ 50W/m2 and ∼ 700W/m2 from 12:05 UTC to 12:25 UTC and close
to zero afterwards. The observations in high resolution (cyan curve) correctly
determine the period with reduced DNI (12:05-12:25 UTC) - DNI values in good
agreement with ground measurements except for 12:10 and 12:20 UTC - and sub-
sequently the period with DNI close to zero.
The forecast which starts at 12:00 UTC predicts a stronger reduction of DNI
than it is in reality (12:05-12:15 UTC) and overestimates the DNI afterwards
(> 200W/m2). Thus, this forecast in high resolution is less accurate than the
one produced with LRES data (Sect. 4.4). The forecasts which start at 09:15
and 11:15 UTC predict a ramp with DNI less than 200W/m2, which could not
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Figure 5.10: Measured (black curve) and observed (cyan curve) DNI values for 8
September 2014, 11:15-12:40 UTC. Three Forecasts, started at 09:15 UTC (blue curve),
11:15 UTC (green curve) and 12:00 UTC (red curve), have been performed to show the
accuracy for various forecast lead times.

be predicted by the forecasts in low resolution. As of 12:20 UTC the DNI is
overestimated due to an increase in optical thickness during the last hours, which
can be seen in the increasing optical thickness and spatial growth of the cirrus
(Fig. 5.9) for 09:15 UTC (e) and 11:15 UTC (f). The time when the cirrus reaches
the PSA is predicted correctly (forecast at 11:15 UTC) and with a time shift of
5min (forecast at 09:15 UTC). These are similar findings as for the forecasts in
low resolution (Sect. 4.4).

5.4.3 25 June 2014

On 25 June 2014 small cumulus clouds with a cloud base height around 2.1 km
develop during the day (see false colour composite in Fig. 5.11 a), which can be
observed in high (Fig. 5.11 b), but not in low resolution (Fig. 5.11 c). These
small-scale clouds cause a high variability in DNI between 10:00 and 11:30 UTC -
see ground measurements of DNI in Fig. 5.12 (black curve). This high variability
can only be partially resolved by the HRES observations (cyan curve), but an
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Figure 5.11: (a) False colour composite and (b) camera image and total optical
thickness derived by APICS and COCS for 25 June 2014, (c) 10:25 UTC, (d) 09:00
UTC, (e) 09:30 UTC and (f) 10:00 UTC. The red star marks the position of the PSA.

improvement compared to the LRES observations is apparent (Fig. 4.23).
The forecasts, which start at 09:00 and 09:30 UTC, are not able to predict the
DNI variability between 10:00 and 10:30 UTC as these clouds, which cause the
variability, have not developed yet (Fig. 5.11 d,e). Regarding the forecast which
starts at 10:00 UTC (Fig. 5.11 f), clouds between 10:05 and 10:30 UTC and
around 11:30 UTC have been predicted. So, this forecast partially captures the
reduction of DNI due to clouds but not the high variability. Having in mind that
the forecast in low resolution doesn’t predict a cloud at all during this time, the
benefit of the HRV for situations with high atmospheric variability is obvious.

5.5 Statistical evaluation

To provide an overview of the general performance of the forecasts in high and
low resolution the results for all forecasts have been compared against ground
measurements. For this the same error metrics (Mean Bias Error (MBE), Mean
Absolute Error (MAE) and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE)) as well as time
period (March-May 2013), forecast lead times and horizons (6h) as for the statist-
ical evaluation in low resolution in Sect. 4.5.2 are used. The forecast are performed
with the method described in Sect 5.3 using a time interval ∆t = 15min. First
the results for all cases are examined before they are split into clear-sky cases and
cases with thin or thick clouds to get a deeper insight.
Fig. 5.13 shows the error metrics for all cases for the forecasts in high (red) and
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Figure 5.12: DNI cycle of measured (black curve) and observed (cyan curve) DNI
values for 25 June 2014, 08:45-11:45 UTC. Three Forecasts, started at 09:00 UTC (blue
curve), 09:30 UTC (green curve) and 10:00 UTC (red curve), have been performed to
show the accuracy for various forecast lead times.

low (blue) resolution. In general, the behaviour is similar for both forecasts,
but the absolute values can differ. Both forecasts have a low MBE around zero
for all forecast lead times, thus, showing no tendency to over- or underestimate
the DNI. For the first timesteps up to 15min MAE and RMSE are similar for
both forecasts with differences less than 10W/m2 . Thus, no improvement of the
HRES forecasts due to the higher resolution can be observed as might have been
expected. The reason for this is the inaccuracy in the retrieval of HRES optical
thickness (missing infrared/thermal information and input parameters in high
resolution) which outweighs the gain in accuracy due to the higher resolution.
Afterwards the values are 10 − 50W/m2 higher for the forecasts in high resol-
ution for forecast lead times up to 3-4 hours. These results confirm the finding
that for longer lead times small-scale motion vectors are not appropriate and the
LRES disparity vector field should be used for the forecasts. Similar and nearly
constant error metrics for forecast lead times of more than 3-4 hours indicate the
approximation to a statistical value.
In order to show the influence of the accuracy in optical thickness and of the
different motion vectors in high and low resolution on the error metrics for the
various forecast lead times all forecasts are split into three categories: 1) clear sky,
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Figure 5.13: Error metrics for all cases for the forecasts in high (red) and low (blue)
resolution.

2) thin clouds and 3) thick clouds. In clear-sky cases the forecasts in high and low
resolution show a similar behaviour for all error metrics with approximately the
same errors for the first time steps up to 15min. Afterwards MAE and RMSE
for the HRES forecasts are slightly higher (10− 30W/m2) for forecast lead times
up to 3-4 hours, whereas no difference in the MBE can be found. As no cloud
optical thickness is needed for the calculation of DNI and the clear-sky model is
the same inappropriate small-scale HRES motion vectors, which wrongly move
clouds over the PSA, cause the higher errors for the HRES forecast for lead times
of more than ∼ 15min.
For optically thin clouds the errors (MAE and RMSE) for the HRES forecasts
are 10− 100W/m2 higher for all forecast lead times. Due to the lack in thermal
information in high resolution the inaccuracies in the retrieval of optical thickness
especially for thin clouds are higher resulting in a wrong calculation of DNI. Also,
as cirrus clouds are usually quite homogeneous and widely distributed the gain in
accuracy due to higher resolution is considerably low. The MBE is equal or lower
for the HRES forecasts indicating that there is a lower tendency to overestimate
the DNI and thus underestimate the optical thickness by the retrieval.
In case of optically thick clouds the error metrics, except the MBE, show similar
results for the first time steps. Here, an exact determination of optical thickness
is only required for some clouds (optical thickness < 10), thus reducing the errors
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Figure 5.14: Error metrics for clear sky (top), thick clouds (middle) and thin ice
clouds (bottom) for the forecasts in high (red) and low (blue) resolution.
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due to the inaccurate retrieval of HRES optical thickness. These errors are out-
weighed by the gain in accuracy in high resolution as sharper cloud edges as well
as small-scale clouds can be observed. For longer forecast lead times up to 3-4
hours all error metrics are 20− 70W/m2 higher due to inappropriate small-scale
HRES motion vectors.

5.6 Conclusions

The forecasts performed with HRV data have been compared with the LRES fore-
casts in terms of common error statistics (cf. Sect. 4.5.2) and three case studies.
For forecast lead times up to 15min both forecasts show similar results when the
inaccuracy in the retrieval of HRES optical thickness (missing infrared/thermal
information and input parameters in high resolution) is compensated by the gain
in detection accuracy of cloud edges, optical thickness and thus gradients in DNI
due to the higher resolution (see first and third case study). Not only small-scale
clouds and thus high cloud variability can be observed to a certain extent, but
also the detection of these small clouds enables the short-term prediction of re-
duced DNI, where the LRES forecast shows no reduction (see third case study).
The forecasts with lead times longer than ∼15min have larger errors than those
in low resolution and also the case studies show similar or worse results as the
small-scale motion vectors not only show the cloud movement, but also local
displacements with a turbulent character. Therefore, the determination of large-
scale atmospheric flow with LRES data is more appropriate to predict cloud
motions for forecast lead times of more than ∼15min.
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Chapter 6

Synergistic use of all-sky imagers
and MSG/SEVIRI data for an
improved cloud and DNI forecast

Due to their high spatial and temporal resolution all-sky imagers (ASI) are a
valuable instrument for the detection and forecast of clouds [Cheng and Lin, 2017,
Peng et al., 2016, Li et al., 2011], but an accurate determination of DNI from
all-sky imagers is not feasible. Therefore, they have to be combined with ground
measurements and machine learning [Marquez and Coimbra, 2013, Schmidt et al.,
2015, Cazorla et al., 2015, Blanc et al., 2016] or more sophisticated devices such
as a high dynamic range (HDR) camera system must be used [Urquhart et al.,
2015, Kurtz and Kleissl, 2017]. In the following, an approach for the collocation of
all sky and MSG/SEVIRI images is presented (Sect. 6.1) in order to predict DNI
for the next minutes up to several hours. Such a continuous forecast is required
or an optimized operation of solar power plants as intra-day hourly electricity
production must be announced to the market operator. In Sect. 3.2 the cameras
located at the PSA are described as well as the method used to derive cloud mask
and cloud type. The forecast algorithm for satellite images (Sect. 4) is adjusted to
enable a prediction of cloud motion (Sect. 6.2). By the description of three case
studies the benefits and limitations of this approach are illustrated (Sect. 6.3).
All forecasts are performed with data from the MSG satellite operating in rapid-
scan-mode (located at 9.5◦ East) in order to use the higher repetition rate.

6.1 Collocation of ASI and MSG/SEVIRI

A pre-requisite for the collocation is an extrinsic calibration to determine the
orientation of the camera in the local reference frame (see Sect. 3.2.2). Fig. 6.1

105
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Figure 6.1: Zenith (left) and azimuth (right) angle for the all-sky imager at the
KONTAS site.

shows zenith ϑ (left) and azimuth ϕ (right) angle for the camera at the KONTAS
site. With these angles the distance d of every pixel in the image to the location
of the camera can be calculated:

d = CBH/tan(ϑ), (6.1)

where CBH is the cloud base height.
To allow a collocation with the satellite grid d must be split into the distance dy
in north-south direction - positive values to the north - and the distance dx in
east-west direction - positive values to the east:

dy = d ∗ cos(ϕ) (6.2)
dx = d ∗ sin(ϕ) (6.3)

In order to enable the calculation of the distance d the cloud base height CBH
must be derived. The most accurate method is the use of ceilometer data, but as
it is a point measurement, only one cloud base height for the whole camera scene
can be determined. In case of varying cloud altitudes this leads to errors in the
distance of the clouds from the camera location. Also in cases when the clouds
do not move across the location of the ceilometer no data are available.
In order to enable a collocation of all sky and satellite data the camera images
are brought to the MSG/SEVIRI grid. For this the distances dy and dx from
the location of the camera are calculated via Eq. 6.2 and 6.3 with a CBH of
2 km in this case, which has been derived from ceilometer data. Fig. 6.2 shows
the (a) MSG/SEVIRI false colour composite and (b) the camera image for 24
June 2014, 13:25 UTC, which is one of the case studies shown in Sect. 4.4 and
5.4. Keep in mind the reversed north-south direction in the camera image. With
the method described in Sect. 5.1.2 a HRES cloud mask has been made for this
scene (Fig. 6.2 c). Fig. 6.2 d shows the cloud mask of the camera image after
transformation to the satellite grid. North is now pointing upwards as it is in
satellite projection and the pixel size is 50m - a much higher resolution than
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Figure 6.2: (a) False colour composite, (b) camera image, (c) HRES cloud mask, (d)
cloud mask of the camera image after transformation to satellite perspective, (e) HRES
total optical thickness derived with LUTs and (f) total optical thickness for combined
satellite and camera data for 24 June 2014 with the location of the camera in the center.
Area size in (a)-(e) is 500×500 pixels with a pixel size of 50m.

for the satellite. Both cloud masks show the same area with the location of the
camera in the center (red star). Note the smaller field of view of the camera and
the much finer cloud structures.
The forecast is performed according to Sect. 4. Therefore, the cloud optical
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thickness is required, which cannot be derived by camera images and hence the
HRES optical thickness is used (Sect. 5.2). For pixels, that have been identified as
cloudy by MSG/SEVIRI and the camera, the HRES optical thickness is applied,
whereas for those cloudy pixels, that have only been detected by the camera, the
mean HRES optical thickness of the neighbouring pixels is used. Pixels, which
have been determined as cloudy by MSG/SEVIRI but not the camera, are set
to zero optical thickness as the camera is expected to detect cloudy pixels more
efficient. Fig. 6.2 e,f shows the HRES cloud optical thickness for this scene and
the optical thickness for the camera derived with the method described above.

6.2 Forecast

Figure 6.3: Illustration of the forecast of optical thickness for 24 June 2014. (a)+(b)
Initial images A (13:20 UTC) and B (13:25UTC) with the calculated disparity vector
field on top. (c) 10min-forecast (i.e. for 13:35UTC) of cloud optical thickness. (d)
Cloud optical thickness at 13:35UTC.

The forecast is based on the method described in Sect. 4. In order to take into ac-
count the higher spatial resolution the time interval ∆t between the initial images
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A and B is 5min (rapid scan mode of MSG/SEVIRI) instead of 15min. With
the pyramidal matcher (Sect. 3.4) the disparity vector field −→V A→B is determined.
Due to the high spatial resolution the number of sub-sampling levels is set to
N = 3 and the smoothing is enhanced by an increase of the size of the Gaussian
Kernel KE (Sect. 3.4). An object classification (Sect. 4.2.2), the interpolation of
cloud-free background motion (Sect. 4.2.3) and the optical thickness correction
for rapidly thinning convective clouds (Sect. 4.2.4) are performed. The forecasts
are produced with a temporal resolution of ∆tf = 1min.
Fig. 6.3 shows an example for a forecast for the same scene as in Fig. 6.2. The
optical thickness of the initial images A and B is depicted for 13:20UTC (a) and
13:25UTC (b). The disparity vector field −→V = −→V A→B obtained from these two
images is displayed in Fig. 6.3 b using small arrows. For clarity only one out of ten
vectors is shown. The full motion vector field is applied to the 13:25UTC image
to produce a 10min-forecast (Fig. 6.3 c), which can be compared to the cloud
optical thickness observed at this time (Fig. 6.3 d). The movement of the cloud
above the PSA is predicted correctly, but the forecast of the small-scale structure
is not exact due to the small-scale atmospheric variability causing continuous
changes in cloud form and optical thickness.

6.3 Case studies

The three case studies are the same as in Sect. 4.4 and 5.4, but due to the limited
spatial coverage of the camera only short term forecasts up to ∼ 30min are
considered. Also the temporal resolution is enhanced with ∆tf = 1min. In order
to enable a comparison between satellite-based forecasts and the forecasts derived
by combined satellite and camera data the temporal resolution has to be aligned.
For this, forecasts of HRES optical thickness with a time interval ∆t = 5min
between the initial images A and B and a temporal resolution of 1min has been
performed for the case studies. Additionally satellite-based forecasts in low and
high resolution with a time interval ∆t = 15min and a temporal resolution of
1min are produced to enable a comparison to the forecasts in Sect. 4 and 5,
respectively.

6.3.1 24 June 2014

This case study has been introduced in Sect. 6.1 and 6.2 to illustrate the forecast
with combined satellite and camera data. Fig. 6.2 shows (a) the false colour
composite, (b) the camera image and (f) the total optical thickness for combined
satellite and camera data for 24 June 2014, 13:25 UTC. The measured DNI
(Fig. 6.4, black curve) for this time period (13:25 - 14:10 UTC) illustrates the
sharp gradients caused by the cloud at 13:29 and 14:01 UTC, but also periods
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of variable DNI in between due to variability in cloud optical thickness. The
satellite-based forecast in low resolution, which starts at 13:25 UTC, predicts the
gradients at 13:31 and 14:05 UTC and the forecasts performed with the HRV
predict the gradients at 13:26 and 13:55 UTC (∆t = 15min) as well as 14:04
UTC (∆t = 5min). These shifts are caused by the coarse spatial resolution
of the satellite and the inaccuracy of the motion vectors for a high temporal
resolution of 1min. The forecast derived by combined satellite and camera data
predicts the gradients with a shift of 1min (13:30 and 13:59 UTC) using the
benefit of the higher spatial resolution of the camera. Note that all forecasts are
not able to predict the DNI variability between the gradients as no information
about cloud optical thickness from the camera is available and the coarse satellite
derived cloud optical thickness is used for the calculation of DNI.

Figure 6.4: Measured (black curve) DNI values for 24 June 2014, 13:25-14:10 UTC,
satellite-based forecasts in low resolution (blue curve), in high resolution with a time
interval ∆t = 15min (green curve) and ∆t = 5min (red curve) as well as a forecast
derived with combined satellite and camera data (cyan curve). All forecasts start at
13:25 UTC.
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Figure 6.5: (a) Camera image, (b) camera cloud mask (c) HRES total optical thickness
and (d) total optical thickness for combined satellite and camera data for 8 September
2014, 12:00 UTC. The red star marks the position of the PSA.

6.3.2 8 September 2014

On 8 September 2014 a cirrus cloud is crossing the PSA (red star) from south-
west to northeast (Fig. 6.5). Keep in mind the reversed north-south direction in
the camera image. The observed HRES optical thickness is shown in Fig. 6.5 c
together with the optical thickness derived with combined satellite and camera
data (Fig. 6.5 d). In the right part of Fig. 6.5 d clouds are detected, which have
not been observed by MSG/SEVIRI although they should be big enough accord-
ing to the image. In case of the cloud in the upper right corner (Fig. 6.5 d) the
location of the cloud has been incorrectly calculated due to a wrong CBH. This
cloud corresponds to the small cloud with high optical thickness north-eastern of
the PSA detected by MSG/SEVIRI (Fig. 6.5 c) and the cumulus clouds in the
lower right corner of the camera image (Fig. 6.5 a). As only one cloud base height
can be determined with the ceilometer this value is applied to all cloudy pixels
in the camera scene. In case of varying cloud types this leads to errors in the
calculation of the cloud distance to the camera. A CBH of 8 km, which has been
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Figure 6.6: Measured (black curve) DNI values for 8 September 2014, 12:00-12:30
UTC, satellite-based forecasts in low resolution (blue curve), in high resolution with
a time interval ∆t = 15min (green curve) and ∆t = 5min (red curve) as well as a
forecast derived with combined satellite and camera data (cyan curve). All forecasts
start at 12:00 UTC.

determined for the cirrus clouds by the ceilometer, results in a higher distance
of the cumulus clouds (CBH of typically a few kilometers) to the camera than
in reality. Therefore, an exact knowledge of the CBH for every cloudy pixel is
essential for an accurate collocation of all-sky and MSG/SEVIRI images.
The wrong detection of the cloud in the south-east of the PSA (Fig. 6.5 d) is
caused by errors in the camera cloud mask (Fig. 6.5 b). Cloud free pixels in the
upper right corner and around the sun (Fig. 6.5 a) has been falsely classified as
cloudy.
As these wrongly detected clouds do not cross the PSA an accurate determina-
tion and forecast of DNI can be performed though. According to the measured
DNI (Fig. 6.6, black curve) for this time period (12:00 - 12:30 UTC) the cirrus
reaches the PSA at 12:02 UTC and is increasing in optical thickness, thus redu-
cing the DNI to zero within 25min. The forecast derived by combined satellite
and camera data (cyan curve), which starts at 12:00 UTC, predicts the cloud for
12:01 UTC and is able to forecast the reduction of DNI. This forecast also mostly
captures the period with DNI larger than 200W/m2 until 12:25 UTC and with
DNI less than 200W/m2 afterwards. This is also valid for the LRES forecast,
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which predicts the decrease in DNI quite well, but not the variability due to the
low spatial resolution. By contrast, the forecasts performed with the HRV (green
and red curve, start at 12:00 UTC) predict DNI less than 200W/m2 for most
of the time except the first six minutes, when the decrease in DNI is forecasted
correctly. The low DNI close to zero as of 12:25 UTC is captured by the forecast
performed with a time interval ∆t = 5min, whereas the forecast performed with
a time interval ∆t = 15min predicts DNI larger than 200W/m2. These results
confirm the stated inaccuracy in the retrieval of HRES optical thickness due to
missing infrared/thermal information and input parameters in high resolution.

6.3.3 25 June 2014

Figure 6.7: (left) Camera image, (middle) HRES total optical thickness and (right)
total optical thickness for combined satellite and camera data for 25 June 2014, 10:00
UTC. The red star marks the position of the PSA.

Because of the development of small cumulus clouds on 25 June 2014 (Fig. 6.7)
the DNI is highly variable (Fig. 6.8, black curve) during the examined period
(10:00 - 10:35 UTC). The forecast derived by combined satellite and camera data
(cyan curve), which starts at 10:00 UTC, is able to predict the low DNI for the
first minutes, but not the following high variability due to the coarse resolution
of the satellite derived optical thickness. Also, the small cloud holes (maximum
DNI) can be determined but not predicted as the clouds continuously change
due to the high atmospheric variability and as the uncertainties in the forecast
algorithm are too large to correctly predict such fine structures. The satellite-
based forecasts in high resolution (Fig. 6.8, red curve and green curve) start with
maximum DNI values and are thus not able to determine the exact position of the
cloud edge due to its coarse resolution. For the same reason the high variability
in DNI is not predicted. The LRES forecast (Fig. 6.8, blue curve) is not able to
detect and predict the clouds at all and produces clear-sky DNI values for the
whole period.
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Figure 6.8: DNI cycle of measured (black curve) DNI values for 25 June 2014, 10:00-
10:35 UTC, satellite based forecasts in low resolution (blue curve), in high resolution
with a time interval ∆t = 15min (green curve) and ∆t = 5min (red curve) as well as
a forecast derived with combined satellite and camera data (cyan curve). All forecasts
start at 10:00 UTC.

6.4 Conclusions

The aim of this approach was to combine the advantages of all-sky imagers (high
spatial resolution) and satellite data (large spatial coverage) to overcome their
limitations - the coarse spatial and resolution of the satellites as well as the small
spatial coverage of the cameras and the lack of cloud optical properties. With this
method cloud edges can be determined more accurately than with satellite data
alone as can be observed in all case studies. Also, changes in DNI for forecast
lead times of 30min or more can be predicted (see first case study), which is
not possible for camera-based forecast methods as these cloud structures don’t
lie within the field of view of the camera. High variability in DNI cannot be
determined and predicted as the cloud optical thickness is derived with satellite
data. Also, the forecast of fine cloud structures can become inaccurate within
a forecast lead time of a few minutes (see third case study) due to the high
atmospheric variability and rising uncertainties in the forecast algorithm and the
parallax correction.



Chapter 7

Summary, Conclusions and
Outlook

7.1 Summary and Conclusions

For an optimum use of solar energy operators of CSP plants are reliant on the
prediction of DNI. Since forecasts of clouds and surface DNI by NWP models are
not accurate on the minute to several hour scale, satellite and camera data are
used in this work in order to investigate the following hypothesis: ”It is possible
to provide seamless and accurate forecasts of clouds and surface DNI for the
next minutes up to several hours with high spatial resolution for the improved
operation of CSP plants.”
In order to assess the hypothesis, several questions have to be answered. The
first question investigated in this thesis was:

1) Can low resolution MSG/SEVIRI data be used for the accurate nowcasting
of warm and cold cloud properties and surface DNI at the 3-5 km scale?

For this, a forecast algorithm for input data from the imager SEVIRI aboard the
geostationary MSG satellite has been developed, which is based on an optical flow
method deriving cloud motion between two consecutive images. The algorithms
COCS and APICS provide cloud detection and cloud optical thickness for two
vertically separated layers. Because of different velocities and motion directions
these low and high level clouds are forecasted separately. Using the derived and
forecasted cloud optical thickness the DNI is calculated via a parameterisation.
The performance of the forecast algorithm has been qualitatively validated using
satellite observations for March and July 2013, case studies for different meteoro-
logical situations, ground-based irradiance measurements and two satellite-based
nowcasting methods. For cases under clear-sky conditions our method performs
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best for most forecast lead times confirming the good performance of the DNI
parameterisation and the forecast algorithm as well as the quality of the input
data, i.e. aerosol load and water vapour. When thin clouds occur, our algorithm
shows equal or worse results compared to the other methods, thus pointing out
deficiencies in the retrieval of optical thickness of thin clouds. In case of thick
clouds the methods show similar results indicating a comparable performance of
the forecast algorithms as there is almost no influence of the accuracy of the
clear-sky models and the determination of optical thickness on the results due to
the high optical thickness of the clouds (no DNI at the ground). As far as cloud
detection is concerned, the largest inaccuracy consists in the difficulty to retrieve
clouds below optically thick ice clouds. Consequently, forecast errors for the lower
cloud layer are considerably higher than for high clouds. For any given forecast
quality requirement, over all cloud (or weather) types and for both cloud layers,
a doubling of lead time is found comparing the forecast to the assumption of per-
sistence. For advective clouds with low variability and approximately constant
velocity the prediction of DNI gradients is accurate even for forecast lead times
of several hours. In case of broken cumulus cloud fields and rapidly changing
small-scale convective cloud fields, a correct determination and forecast of DNI
is difficult due to the coarse resolution of the satellite and the high variability in
the atmosphere.
In order to examine the gain in forecast accuracy of clouds and DNI by enhan-
cing the spatial resolution a synergistic exploitation of high and low resolution
together with radiative transfer calculations has been applied. With a threshold
technique for LRES and HRES reflectivities cloud masks as well as cloud phase
masks are determined and cloud optical thickness is derived from LUTs. In this
context the following question has been examined:

2) To what extent does the high resolution visible channel of MSG/SEVIRI
help enhancing the spatial resolution of the nowcasting of warm and cold
cloud properties and surface DNI to the 1-2 km scale?

Due to a statistical evaluation the forecasts performed with LRES and HRES
data show similar results for lead times up to 15min, when the inaccuracy in
the retrieval of HRES optical thickness (missing infrared/thermal information
and input parameters in high resolution) is compensated by the gain in detection
accuracy of cloud position due to the higher resolution. For longer lead times
LRES forecasts perform better as motion vectors determined in low resolution
are more appropriate to represent the large-scale atmospheric flow. The case
studies show that cloud edges and small clouds can be detected more accurate
with the HRV, which enables a more exact determination and short-term forecast
of DNI. In case of widely distributed and relatively homogeneous clouds no benefit
in the usage of the HRV can be seen. Therefore, the HRV can improve short-
term forecasts up to 15min in certain situations (high small-scale variability in
the atmosphere) due to its higher spatial resolution, but for most cases and longer
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lead times the forecasts should be performed with motion vectors derived in low
resolution.
In order to better characterise the local cloud situation at a specific site, e.g. the
PSA, which is required for an optimized operation of solar power plants, all-sky
imagers have been used to identify clouds in higher resolution. A special focus
has been laid on the question:

3) Is there a promising approach to get a reasonable forecast of surface DNI
by combining satellite and camera data?

For this, a novel approach for the collocation of camera and satellite images has
been performed. By bringing the camera images to the satellite grid a synergistic
use of camera and satellite data enables a forecast of optical thickness and thus
DNI in high accuracy for forecast lead times of 30min or more for certain situ-
ations, i.e. at cloud edges and in case of small-scale clouds. The case studies
show the advantages and limitations of the combination of these methods com-
pared to the single methods. Forecasts with longer lead times than with all-sky
imagers alone can be performed because of the larger spatial coverage of the
satellite. Also, satellite data are required for the determination of cloud optical
properties and DNI as those cannot be derived by the all-sky imagers. In case of
very high atmospheric variability the forecast of fine cloud structures can become
inaccurate within a forecast lead time of a few minutes and high variability in
DNI cannot be determined and predicted as the cloud optical thickness is derived
with satellite data. Nonetheless, this approach of combining all-sky imager and
satellite data is able to provide a more accurate forecast of DNI for lead times
up to 30min or more. For forecasts with longer lead times low resolution data
from MSG/SEVIRI should be used as these are more appropriate to represent the
large-scale atmospheric flow. But as the results of this method are examined with
only three case studies and no statistical evaluation is done the findings should
not be generalized.
Thus, the hypothesis of the thesis ”It is possible to provide seamless and accurate
forecasts of clouds and surface DNI for the next minutes up to several hours with
high spatial resolution for the improved operation of CSP plants” could be veri-
fied. With the high spatial and temporal resolution of MSG/SEVIRI forecasts
every 5min can be created with a spatial resolution of 1 km. This resolution can
also be further enhanced by means of all-sky imagers. The results show good
agreement between forecast and measurements/observations.
The presented nowcasting algorithm differs from other forecast methods in some
aspects. Unlike feature based approaches, often used for the determination of
atmospheric motion vectors [e.g. Bolliger et al., 2003, Schmetz et al., 1993], the
optical flow method applied in this work is pixel-based: instead of vectors only for
interesting cloud patterns a disparity vector field defined at each pixel position is
derived. By exploiting several channels of MSG/SEVIRI cloud optical properties
are derived with a focus on thin cirrus clouds as those clouds can reduce DNI to a
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still usable level, thus playing an important role in the forecast of DNI. With the
derived optical thickness the DNI is calculated via a parameterisation, whereas
other methods use e.g. clearness index [Qu et al., 2016, Müller and Remund, 2016]
or ANNs trained with ground measurements [Eissa et al., 2013]. So far, the HRV
has been used for the improvements of cloud masks for small-scale convective
clouds [Bley and Deneke, 2013, Klüser et al., 2008, Derrien et al., 2010] and for
the derivation of optical thickness for thick clouds [Henken et al., 2011]. In this
work cloud optical properties, i.e. optical thickness, in high resolution are derived
by combining LRES and HRES satellite data together with radiative transfer
calculations.

7.2 Outlook

One possibility to further improve forecast accuracy of DNI is the implementation
of ground measurements in the algorithm. The forecasts profit from more exact
initial conditions due the determination of DNI by e.g. pyrheliometers, which is
especially valid for clear-sky cases. In particular, aerosols can reduce DNI signi-
ficantly and their influence on the attenuation of DNI can be determined more
precise with ground measurements than with satellite data.
The case studies showed that for the first time steps a disparity vector field de-
rived by combined satellite and camera data should be used and for longer lead
times the LRES disparity vector field to consider the large-scale atmospheric flow.
But these findings cannot be generalized due to a missing statistical evaluation,
which has to be done in the future.
Future work should also deal with the question, at which time step the motion
vectors derived by combined satellite and camera data should be replaced by
LRES motion vectors and how to avoid discontinuities. One important factor for
the determination of this time step is the field of view of the camera as the benefit
of the high resolution of the camera can only be exploited for the detection and
the forecast of those clouds which are observed by the camera. Also, the velocity
of the clouds and their type have to be considered in this context. In case of
stationary (cumulus) clouds a later time step could be reasonable as the scene
is dominated by small-scale motion and the focus should be on the high spatial
resolution. In contrast, in situations with fast moving and/or widely distributed,
homogeneous clouds an earlier time step should be chosen as the observed clouds
leave the camera field of view after a few minutes due to their high velocity and
large-scale movement is more important.
As an exact determination of cloudy pixels in the camera image is crucial for an
accurate collocation of camera and satellite data future work should deal with
the improvement of the camera cloud masks. If clouds are detected which do not
exist and vice versa, the prediction of optical thickness and thus DNI exhibits
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large errors rendering the forecast useless for power plant operators. Especially,
in case of thin clouds and in the region near the sun a correct cloud detection
is challenging. Another important pre-requisite for the presented method is an
exact knowledge of CBH for every cloud in the scene to determine the distance
of the cloud to the camera and thus its position in the satellite grid. Therefore,
methods should be examined which are able to derive a two-dimensional field of
CBH by means of two or more all-sky imagers. Most approaches deal with stereo-
graphic/stereoscopic methods [Nguyen and Kleissl, 2014, Peng et al., 2015, Blanc
et al., 2016], but also combinations of sky imagers with other instruments, e.g.
cloud speed sensors [Wang et al., 2016], are investigated. The uncertainties for
CBH estimation are in a range of several hundred meters or even more for some
situations. With these methods a two-dimensional field of CBH can be derived,
but the uncertainties are large and have to be reduced in the future.
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List of abbrevations

AERONET AErosol RObotic NETwork
ANN Artificial Neural Networks
AOD Aerosol Optical Depth
APICS Algorithm for the Physical Investigation of Clouds with SEVIRI
ASI All-Sky Imager
Cb-TRAM CumulonimBus TRacking And Monitoring
CBH Cloud Base Height
CTH Cloud Top Height
CMV Cloud Motion Vectors
COCS Cirrus Optical properties derived from CALIOP and SEVIRI

during day and night
CSP Concentrating Solar Power
DFD German Remote Sensing Data Center
DHI Diffuse Horizontal Irradiance
DNI Direct Normal Irradiance
ECMWF European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts
EUMETSAT EUropean organisation for the exploitation of METeorological

SATellites
GHI Global Horizontal Irradiance
HK Hanssen-Kuiper
HRES High RESolution
HRV High Resolution Visible
libRadtran library for Radiative transfer
LRES Low RESolution
LUT Look-Up Table
MAE Mean Absolute Error
MBE Mean Bias Error
MODIS MODerate-resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
MSG Meteosat Second Generation
MT Meteotest
NWP Numerical Weather Prediction
PSA Plataforma Solar de Almeria
PSF Point Spread Function
RMSE Root Mean Squared Error
SEVIRI Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager
TOA Top Of Atmosphere
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